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The major computational computer programs described in this manual
 
were developed by NASA/Ames Research Center personnel. The Finite-Volume
 
Unsteady Blunt-Body program and the Finite-Difference Shock-Capture pro­
gram were each coded in the CFD language by Ames personnel for use on the
 
ILLIAC IV computer. The Finite-Volume Steady Blunt-Body program was
 
coded in FORTRAN by Ames personnel and then translated into CFD by the
 
authors of this manual. The Coordinate Transformation Interface program
 
was also developed by the authors to allow the main space-shuttle programs
 
to be run in sequence. All CFD coded programs have been translated back
 
into FORTRAN by the CFDX translator for the CDC 7600 at Ames.+-

The assistance and cooperation of the Technical Monitor, Dr. Harry E.
 
Bailey, in providing access to the programs and data needed to accomplish
 
the task of combining the required programs to develop a complete space­
shuttle computation method is gratefully acknowledged. The assistance of
 
Dr. Walter Reinhardt, Mr. William Davy and Mr. John Rakich in developing
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By Gary D. Kuhn, Frederick K. Goodwin
 
and Stanley C. Perkins, Jr.
 




The purpose of this report is to describe and present instructions
 
for using the computer programs developed by NASA/Ames Research Center
 
personnel for calculation of the flow field about space-shuttle vehicle
 
(SSV) configurations (refs. 1 to 3). The programs as described in this
 
report are coded in FORTRAN for the CDC 7600 computer. The main programs
 
and most subroutines are in a form resulting from translation from the
 
special FORTRAN-like language (CFD) developed at NASA/Ames Research
 
Center for use on the ILLIAC IV computer. The use of the CFD language
 
results in a FORTRAN code which is more efficient when run on the CDC 7600
 
than the pure FORTRAN code in which the programs were originally developed.
 
However, the FORTRAN code as translated from the CDC language may prove
 
difficult to read. A few subroutines such as input and output routines
 
and a subroutine for calculating the body geometry have been coded directly
 
in FORTRAN so that these programs cannot be run as they exist on the ILLIAC
 
IV computer. The programs could be run, with minor modifications, on
 
other serial processing computers such as the IBM 360 or other computers
 
with sufficient memory capacity. The largest of the five programs requires
 
approximately 650,000 octal words (220,000 decimal words) of core storage.
 
A total of seven permanent tape or disc files are required by the programs
 
for input and output in addition to punched card input data.
 
The programs described in this report are­
1. Finite-Volume Time Marching Code (FVTM)
 
(ref. 	 1) 




3. Finite-Difference Space Marching Code (FDSM)
 
(ref. 	 3) 




5. Coordinate Transformation Interface Code (CTI)
 
The first program provides starting conditions for the second program
 
which in turn provides starting conditions for the third program. The
 
fifth program transforms the results of the first two programs into the
 




The next sections of this report will describe in more detail the
 
general use of the programs and then present instructions for preparing
 




Because of the rather complicated nature of the flow about the space­
shuttle vehicle, several individual codes have been developed rather than
 
one overall code in order that the several different regions of the flow
 
which occur can be handled with numerical efficiency. The three regions
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The individual programs listed previously will now be described briefly.
 
Finite-Volume Time Marching Code
 
This program is based on a second-order accurate, time-dependent,
 
finite volume numerical algorithm that solves the unsteady flow equations 
for a perfect gas or a chemically reacting flow in integral conservation
 
law form (ref 1). The program is used to determine the structure of the
 
flow field and the distribution of chemical species in the region of the
 
blunt nose of the vehicle It carries the calculation through the sub­
sonic portion of the field and continues to points just beyond the sonic
 
surface where it terminates. This code is applicable to a variety of
 
blunt-body shapes and flows at supersonic Mach numbers up to 22 and
 
angles of attack up to 400. The computational mesh for the program is
 
determined by a series of nested cones as shown in figures 1 and 2. The
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surfaces defined by the cones shown in figure 1 are intercepted by a
 
plane rotated about the cone axis in specific angular increments as shown
 
in figure 2. Finally, a third set of surfaces which divide the region
 
between the body and the shock into a specific number of layers produces
 
a set of finite volume hexahedra to which a finite-difference computational
 
scheme is applied to solve the flow equations in integral conservation
 
law form. The flow field is calculated as the asymptotic solution of an
 
unsteady flow started from arbitrary initial conditions.
 
Finite-Volume Space Marching Code
 
The second code is based on a second-order accurate, steady, hyper­
bolic finite-volume algorithm that solves the flow equations in integral 
conservation law form for supersonic flow (ref. 2). This code uses 
initial data determined by the previous program which are supplied on a 
curved surface just downstream of the sonic surface (fig. 3). The basic 
computational surface is circular conical as for the previous program, 
defined at each step of the calculations by the location of the apex of 
the cone, the cone vertex angle and the cone axis orientation with the 
body axis. In the present version of the program, the location of the 
apex of the cone is held fixed while the cone vertex angle, e,increases 
monotonically toward 900 and the axis orientation angle, P, approaches 
zero so that at the final step the surface degenerates into a plane 
normal to the body axis 
Finite-Difference Space Marching Code
 
The third program is based on a second-order accurate, hyperbolic,
 
finite-difference algorithm that solves the flow equations for a perfect
 
gas or a chemically reacting flow in differential conservation law form
 
for supersonic flow (ref. 3) This program accepts initial data from
 
the previous program on a plane normal to the body axis and then carries
 
the calculation back over the remainder of the vehicle or until the Mach
 
number becomes less than one in the marching direction (fig. 4). The
 
governing equations are solved between the body and the outer most shock
 
wave which is treated as a sharp discontinuity. Secondary shocks which
 
form between these boundaries are captured automatically.
 
Streamline Coordinate Metric Coefficient Code
 
The fourth program is based upon the partial differential equations
 
relating the metric coefficients for the three-dimensional streamline
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coordinates to body geometry and the three-dimensional inviscid solution
 
Consequently, this program requires input data from all of the previous
 
three codes. It determines the surface streamlines and then by using the
 
axisymmetric analogy, estimates the heat transfer to the vehicle (ref. 4).
 
This program is not described in detail in this users manual. However, a
 




A fifth program is used to transform the data from the first two
 
programs to the coordinate system and computational mesh required by the
 
third and fourth programs. The program employs linear interpolations of
 
the data of the first two programs to obtain data at user-specified axial
 
stations and equispaced values of the meridional angle, 0, and the radius,
 
r (fig. 4). The data on the body surface are adjusted to satisfy the
 
conditions of constant total energy and flow tangent to the surface. No
 
attempt is made to maintain the surface entropy at a constant value for
 




In this section, the general organization of the program will be
 
described Specific information on data required for input and data
 
developed for output will be described in subsequent sections.
 
A general flow chart of the overall program organization is shown in
 
figure 5. Each program requires some punched card input and some input
 
data from disc or tape data files. Each program in turn produces new
 
disc or tape data files, and printed output.
 
Program 1 (FVTM) requires, initially, data from cards describing 
the free-stream conditions and the computational mesh. In addition,
 
input are required describing the vehicle geometry. It is most expedient
 
to store the geometrical input data on a separate disc file since the
 
same data are required by program 2 and by the interface program. The
 
specific construction of this file will be described in a subsequent
 
section. Program 1 produces as output lists of the appropriate flow
 
field quantities plus a disc or tape data file (data file 1, PIDATA)
 
which has three possible uses.
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1. To restart program 1 for continuation of an unfinished calculation.
 
2. To start program 2 (FVSM) 
3. As input to the interface program (CTI)
 
Program 2 requires some card input data describing certain print
 
options, certain output options, and telling the program whether it is
 
starting from program 1 or continuing an unfinished calculation. Program 2
 
also requires the same geometry input file as did program 1. Program 2
 
produces printed output and two data files. One file (data file 2, P2RS)
 
is used to restart program 2 in case of premature termination. That file
 
is replaced every tenth step of the integration. The other file (data
 
file 3, P2DATA) is used by the interface program both for producing a
 
combined file from the results of programs 1 and 2 for the entire nose
 
region and to produce a data set to start program 3. Data file 3 con­
sists of the flow variables, chemical speFies concentrations, computational
 
mesh coordinates and certain parameters for every tenth step of the inte­
gration. The interface code transforms the accummulated data from pro­
grams 1 and 2 to a body-axis oriented cylindrical coordinate system and
 
interpolates the data to planes normal to the body axis at specified
 
axial locations. The program then produces a data file (data file 4,
 
CHAOS) to be used by program 4, the steamline metric program, and another
 
(data file 5, BBDATA) for program 3, the steady shock-capture code Pro­
gram 3 continues the calculation from where program 2 terminated, calcu­
lating downstream over the remainder of the vehicle. Program 3 produces
 
a data file (data file 6) to be used to restart in the case of a premature
 
termination. Data file 6 is not produced in a form that is immediately
 
capable of being used by program 4 To do so will require development of
 
an interface program to convert the data to that required by program 4 as
 
is done by program 5 for the data of programs 1 and 2.
 




The input data required for calculating the flow field about a space­
shuttle vehicle consists of several punched cards containing parameters
 
describing the free-stream flow conditionsthe computational mesh,and
 
certain options that are available in the programs. A dictionary of the
 
input data is presented in the next section. The data required to describe
 
the body geometry are included since the data must be prepared on punched
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tape file for use by the programs.
cards and then loaded on a disk or 

Figure 6 shows the input variables as they are to be punched on the data
 
cards for each program Further explanation of the proper preparation of
 




Dictionary of Input Variables
 
The variables required for input on punched cards are defined in
 
this section in the order in which they are required Additional details
 
on the format of the punched data are given in figure 6.
 
Program 1 (FVTM) 
DISKIN logical variable indicating whether input is from disk 
file (T) or cards (F) 
DISKOT logical variable indicating whether an output disk 
file is to be written (T) or not (F) 
NDEND integer indicating the number of iteration steps to be 
computed in present calculation 
NPRNT integer indicating whether final flow field results 
are to be printed 
0 ­ no 
1 - yes 
NPRT integer indicating whether initial computational mesh
 






NEND integer indicating number of iteration steps to be
 
calculated in first calculation
 












JSHK Integer indicating location of shock, usually
 
JSHK = TE-2 
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NGAS integer indicating type of gas being calculated
 
NGAS = 0, nonequilibrium air
 
= -1, perfect gas
 
RMACH free-stream Mach number, M.
 
PINF free-stream static pressure, dynes/cm2
 
RINF free-stream density, gm/cm3
 
GAMMA free-steam ratio of specific heats, T
 
SDO initial estimate of shock standoff distance, nose
 




C2,S3 parameters describing shock shape, see "SPECIAL
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA:
 
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
 
For information on how to determine the following input quantities for
 
program 1, see "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA"
 
ZFOCNL axial location of vertex of largest cone of computa­
tional mesh, nose radii (fig. 7) 
THWL angle between the free-stream velocity and the wind­
ward intersection of the largest cone of the computa­
tional mesh with the pitch plane, degrees (fig. 7) 
THLL angle between the free-stream velocity and a line 
drawn from the axial location of the first computa­
tional mesh cone vertex denoting the point of inter­
section of the leeward limit of the ccmputational 
mesh with the body, degrees (fig. 7) 




NRSTRT integer indicating source of input data 
0 - data are obtained from the file produced by 
program 1 (FVUBB, data file 1) 
1 - data are obtained from the restart file produced 
















integers indicating whether output is to be printed
 




0 - no output printed
 
1 - output printed
 
angular interval for output, degrees
 








Note, The present version of program 3 does not
 
include the capability of employing the CRT
 
display so the variable GEFCS should always
 
be input as FALSE
 
integers indicating input and output mode, source of
 
input data and disposition of output data. MODIN,
 




MODIN = 1, LTIN = 1 read from disk, logical unit 20
 
MODIN = 1, LTIN = 2 read from disk, logical unit 21
 




MODOUT = 2, LTOUT = 1 write on disk, logical unit 20 
MODOUT = 2, LTOUT = 2 write on disk, logical unit 21 
MODIN = 3 read cards, unit 31, LTIN ignored 
MODOUT = 4 punch cards, unit 30, LTOUT ignored 
MODOUT = 5 write on disk, unit 22, LTOUT ignored, 
continueous storage of results 
MODIN = 6 LTIN = 0 read from last entry of con­
tinuous storage file, unit 22 
MODIN = 6, LTIN > 0 read from the first entry of 
the continuous storage file
 
at which the integration step
 
number is greater than or
 
equal to LTIN, unit 22
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NIT integer, upper limit on number of integration steps 
for current calculation 
MODCFO axial increment at which complete flow field is 
to be printed, cm 
MODBSO integer number of integration steps between output of 
body and shock data 
CRASHZ axial increment between output for 
file 6) 
storage file (Data 
NUMDUM integer number of mesh data cards to be inputted 
ZRMSH axial locations at which the computational mesh will 
be revised, cm. See "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
PREPARING INPUT DATA-Clustering Parameters". 
BETTA,PHIZRO, 
AR,BR 
parameters for clustering the computational mesh, see 
"SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA -
Clustering Parameters". 
ZFACT axial locations for changing weighting factor on 
integration step size, cm, see "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA - Step Size for Program 3" 
FCTROW weighting factor on integration step size,may range 
from 0.5 to 1.2 depending on rate of change of solu­
tion 
NMPTS integer number of data cards to be inputted for merid­
ional damping 
ZDMPM axial location at which meridional damping factor 
will be changed, cm 
DCM meridional damping factor, see "SPECIAL INSTUCTIONS 
FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA - Damping Parameter" 
NRPTS integer number of data cards to be inputted for 
radial damping 
ZDMPR axial location at which radial damping factor will be 
changed, cm 




A dictionary of input data for program 4 taken from reference 4 is
 
presented in the Appendix.
 
Program 5 (CTI) 
JLIMIT integer, number of shock layer locations at which 
data are to be calculated for program 4 (CHAOS), 
including the body surface, but not the shock wave, 
maximum 24 
JL3 integer, number of shock layer locations at which
 
data are to be calculated for program 3 (FDSM),
 




NUMK integer, number of meridional (qk) locations at which
 
data are to be calculated for programs 3 and 4. May
 




IOPT integer, indicates which output is to be produced
 
3 - output is produced only for program 3
 
4 - output is produced only for program 4
 
43 - output is produced for both programs 3 and 4
 
If any number besides one of these three is inputted,
 
the program stops after printing an error message.
 
NPRNT integer, indicates whether output of the calculated
 








IZ integer, total number of axial stations at which data
 
are to be requested for program 4, maximum 40
 
ZMTRC(I) array of axial stations at which data are requested
 
for program 4, in fractions of the length (ZMAX) of
 
the region covered by programs 1 and 2. Up to 40
 
values are allowed. Values larger than 1.0 and
 







"See "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING INPUT DATA- Body Geometry"
 
RNOSE radius of nose, inches
 
CONANG angle of nose cone frustum, degrees
 
NSC(N) integer, number of segments used to define curve fit
 
for variable N, maximum NSC(N) = 13
 
NS integer, segment number corresponding to a particular
 
set of coefficients of a curve fit
 
K integer, order of the polynomial used for the curve
 
fit, maximum K = 9
 
NCF(NS,N) integer, number of coefficients in curve fit for
 
variable N in segment NS, maximum NCF(NS,N) = 10
 
YPI slope at forward end of segment NS
 
YP2 slope at aft end of segment NS
 
ZL(NS,N,I) axial location of forward end of curve fit for
 
variable N, in segment NS
 
ZL(NS,N,2) axial location of aft end of curve fit for variable
 




coefficients of curve fit for variable 
NS 
N in segment 




Nondmensional quantities have been used for the input data where
 
convenient. However, the free-stream density and pressure and the quan­
tities describing the body geometry must be input in dimensional units.
 
The user's attention is called to the fact that the FREE STREAM CONDITIONS
 
are required in CGS UNITS while the GEOMETRY PARAMETERS are input in
 




The initial estimate of the shock shape is specified by the three
 
input parameters SDO, C2 and S3. The initial shock surface is generated
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by a quadratic function of the latitudinal angle, e, and the meridional
 
angle, 0 (fig. 2) and is positioned at an estimated standoff distance,
 






where Rn is the nose radius. Experience has indicated that the initial
 
estimate of the standoff distance should be larger than the converged
 
value. Exactly how much larger it must be and what is the exact effect
 
on the convergence has not been thoroughly investigated. For spheres,
 
the shock standoff distance is a weak function of Mach number for hyper­






Different values may be used if desired for specific cases
 
Since the real shock is not expected to conform to the shape of the
 
body, the remaining parameters are used to describe the distance between
 
the shock and the body surface along rays of the computational mesh
 
(fig. 2). Thus, the following expression describes the shock shape,
 
0
S= SDO[l + ek (C2) + k (2 + cos )S3] 
The parameters C2 and S3 can be ad3usted to provide a desired degree
 
of expansion of the shock layer. Values of C2 and S3 of 0.5 and 0.0
 
respectively have been found to yield good results for bodies with sphere­
cone noses Those values are used in the sample calculation to be pre­
sented subsequently. Those values should also yield good results for other
 
cases. Nevertheless, the quantities are required as input in order to
 




The computational mesh is constructed from the input values of
 
ALPHA, ZFOCNL, THWL, THLL and RBX. The definitions of these quantities
 
are illustrated in figure 7 where a sketch of a typical sphere-cone body
 
at an angle of attack is shown. The various parameters are necessary in
 
order to define the computational mesh to account for the asymmetry of
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the flow. The ob3ective is to define the computational mesh to enclose
 
all of the subsonic flow in the nose region plus supersonic flow with
 
Mach numbers less than approximately 1.2 Thus, the limits of the mesh
 
should be in supersonic flow slightly downstream of the sonic surface.
 
For a discussion of the asymmetry of the sonic surface, see reference 5.
 
For a sphere, or a sphere-cone at zero angle of attack, the value of RBX
 
should be 1.0, ZFOCNL should be 1.0, and the angles THWL and THLL should
 
be equal and of the order of 500 for hypersonic Mach numbers. The exact
 
value used can vary with the free-stream Mach number. The reader is
 




For sphere-cone bodies at nonzero angles of attack, the value of
 
RBX should be 1 0, and ZFOCNL should be greater than 1.0, the exact
 
amount being dependent on the angle of attack. The value of ZFOCNL is
 
also somewhat dependent on the value chosen for THWL. The sum of THWL
 
and ALPHA must not exceed 900 in order to allow program 2 (FVSBB to
 
operate. A rule of thumb is to,limit the values so that
 
°
 THWL + ALPHA < 80
 
This means that for angles of attack less than about 300, THWL can be
 
specified as 500 as for a sphere but should be decreased slightly for
 
higher angles of attack.
 
The values of ZFOCNL and THLL must be increased as angle of attack
 
is increased to accommodate the downstream shift of the sonic surface on
 
the windward side of the body as described in reference 5. For THWL
 
around 500 a first approximation to ZFGCNL can be obtained from figure 8.
 
Since the exact shape of the sonic surface is dependent on the body shape
 
and the free-stream Mach number as well as the angle of attack, the value
 
obtained from figure 8 may require some ad3ustment for specific cases.
 
On the leeward side of the body, the sonic surface is usually situ­




A test is made in program 1 at the end of each iteration to determine
 
if any Mach numbers less than 1.2 occur at the exit boundaries of the
 
computational mesh. If any low Mach number flow is present, the user is
 
so advised by a printed message "LOW MACH NUMBERS AT EXIT BOUNDARY." If
 
the condition persists for many iterations, the computational mesh should
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be expanded by adjusting the parameters ZFOCNL, THLL, or THWL. The calcu­
lation must then be re-initialized with the quantity DISKIN = F and the
 
remaining cards of figure 6(a) supplied as input. The values of the
 
meridional index, K, at which subsonic Mach numbers were found are listed
 
along with the above message as well as the number of the particular
 
layer in the shock layer in which the Mach numbers were found. These
 
values aid in determining how the input parameters should be changed.
 
If low Mach numbers are found for low values of K, the mesh needs expand­
ing on the leeward side of the body. If the low Mach numbers are found
 
for high values of K (near K = KE), then the mesh needs expanding on the
 
windward side. In either case, developing the optimum mesh may require
 




The interface program (CTI) is designed to produce disk or tape data
 
files for use by programs 3 and 4 (fig. 5). The interface program con­
verts the data in the coordinate systems of programs 1 and 2 into the body
 
axis oriented coordinate systems of programs 3 and 4 and then interpolates
 
to calculate the flow properties at equispaced meridional angles and at
 
equispaced radial positions across the shock layer. The number of merid­
ional angles at which data are to be calculated, NUMK, is arbitrary, up
 
to a maximum limit of 20. However, if data for programs 3 and 4 are being
 
calculated in the same job, both use the same value of NUMK. On the other
 
hand, the number of radial positions across the shock at which data are to 
be calculated may be different for each program. If only the surface 
streamline data are required for program 4, JLIMIT may be input as 1. 
If more values are desired, JLIMIT may be as large as 24. For program 3, 
the number of radial positions is specified by the parameter JL3 This 
parameter may be as large as 22. 
If data are being calculated for both programs 3 and 4 (IOPT = 43),
 
or for program 4 alone (IOPT = 4), the final input for program CTI is the 
number of axial stations at which data are to be calculated and a list of 
the required stations. The required stations are input as fractions 
of the length of the nose region. The length of the nose region is calcu­
lated in the program from the coordinates of the computational mesh. The
 





If data are being calculated for program 3 alone (IOPT = 3), the
 
input for the interface program consists entirely of the single card con­
taining JLIMIT, JL3, NUMK, IOPT, and NPRNT. In that case, it is auto­
matically assumed that the required data will be calculated at the axial
 




The simulation of an actual aircraft or spacecraft geometry is done
 
by analytical approximations. A typical cross section of the body at a
 
given longitudinal coordinate z is composed of the analytic functions
 
illustrated in figure 9. These six segments require specification of the
 
eleven geometrical parameters listed in the figure as a function of the
 
longitudinal distance z. To completely describe a typical vehicle, some
 
segments can have zero length.
 
The longitudinal variation of the eleven geometrical parameters and
 
their derivatives with respect to z are required by the program. The
 
analytic approximation of the body is arbitrarily required to be single
 
valued, continuous, and have continuous first derivatives. To ensure this
 
requirement, discreet values of each of the parameters and their first
 
derivatives are obtained at various stations along the body from working
 
drawings of a particular vehicle or spacecraft configuration (these para­
meters need not be defined at the same z coordinates). Then for each
 
of these parameters, a cubic polynomial which is determined so as
 
to maintain the continuity requirements at the end points, is used to
 
describe the variation between the points.
 
Note that it is assumed that the curve fits are obtained for the
 
various length parameters in ENGLISH UNITS (inches).
 
Input data forms for the body geometry data are presented in fig­
ure 6(e). The first card required contains the nose radius and the nose
 
cone angle (card no. 1 in fig. 6(e)). That card is followed by eleven
 
groups of cards representing the curve fits for the eleven variables
 
shown in figure 9. The first card in each group contains the variable
 
NSC, the number of segments in the curve fit for that variable (card no. 2
 
in fig. 6(e)). That card is followed by two or three cards for each seg­
ment. The first card of each segment contains the information defining
 
the curve fit in that segment, the slopes of the variable at the ends of
 
the segment, and the axial locations of the ends of the segment (card
 
no. 3 in fig. 6(e)). The second card contains the first five coefficients
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of the curve fit in the segment (card no. 4 in fig. 6(e)). The third
 
card contains the remaining coefficients if a high order polynomial is
 
being used. Only four coefficients are used in the sample case discussed
 
herein so only one coefficient card is required for the sample case for
 
each segment. up to thirteen segments may be used to described the varia­
tion of a particular variable over the total length of the vehicle. A
 
sample input geometry card deck is listed in Table I. A computer program
 




In program 3 (FDSM) the radial coordinate is normalized to allow for
 
a reclustering of computational mesh points in the meridional direction
 
at specified axial stations, ZRMSH (see Dictionary of Input Variables,
 
Program 3) The reclustering is accomplished by introducing the inde­




S(zr,) = (r - rb)/(rs - rb ) 
1(1)= 7F)B + sinh- [(t - 1) sin(B)]° 
+ (e- l)o/7] 
B(3,0 
o ) = 0.5 ln 1 (e_ 0 
00
where and o (BETTA and PHIZRO) are arbitrary parameters that control
 
the degree and location of clustering. No clustering occurs when P is
 
zero. As P increases, the degree of clustering increases with the
 




Another set of parameters controls the reclustering of the computa­
tional mesh points in the radial direction. The equations for this trans­
formation are (ref 7) 
r - rb 
r - rb 
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in ( + i(2a + 1) -2 
a +±= (1-a) + (- Y(2aj3 + 1) + 2ai-  
i[P - 1] 
This transformation permits the mesh to be refined near the body alone
 
(a = AR = 0) or to be refined equally near both the bodyand the shock
 
(a = AR = 0.5). The effects of different values of a and P (AR and BR)
 
are shown in figure 10.
 
Step Size for Program 3
 
In program 3, the length of the step to be taken at each integration
 
is determined to satisfy the mathematical requirements for stability.
 
However, experience has shown that the mathematical requirements alone
 
are not sufficient for accurate and efficient operation of the program.
 
Therefore, a weighting factor (FCTROW) is provided so that the user may
 
vary the step size. In regions where steep gradients are to be expected
 
such as around canopies or wings, or other regions where the body radius
 
may change rapidly with axial distance, the step size should be even
 
smaller than dictated by the mathematical stability criteria (FCTROW < 1.0).
 
On the other hand, in regions where the solution changes gradually the
 
step size can be even larger than the stability criterion allows
 
(FCTROW > 1.0) The exact variation of the weighting factor (FCTROW) that
 




In order to avoid instabilities due to severe'pressure changes in the
 
numerical solution of the finite-difference equations, program 3 employs
 
a fourth-order damping term which requires input of the axial location
 
where the damping is to be changed and the new value of the damping coef­
ficient to be used. The use of such damping is described in reference 8.
 
Damping coefficients are input for the meridional and the radial direct­
tions. The exact values to be used must be determined from experience.
 
According to reference 8, destabilization is avoided if the damping
 




Due to the long times required, programs 1, 2, and 3, have the
 




The general procedure for running the programs is the same for restarting
 
some of the input data may require
as for the initial start. However, 

changes if the calculation is being restarted.
 
In program 1, only the first card shown in figure 6(a) is needed for
 
restarting, but the disk or tape file created by the previous unfinished
 
calculation must be made available for input. A file of the required data
 
is created every 25 iteration steps. The input quantity that must be
 
different from the initial calculation is the logical variable DISKIN
 
which is input as F for input of the initial data from cards and T 
for input of the restart file. In addition, the quantity NDEND must be
 
input as the number of iteration steps to be calculated in the present
 
calculation. (Note that NDEND is NOT the total number of steps to be
 
calculated. The total number of steps is the number of steps that were
 
calculated in the previous calculation, NEND, plus NDEND).
 
In program 2, both data cards shown in figure 6(b) are always
 
required. For starting initially, the first quantity on card no. 1,
 
NRSTRT is 0. For restarting, it is 1. The remaining quantities may be
 
left the same or changed as desired. If DTHETP is changed on restarting,
 
the printed output will be produced according to the previous value of
 
DTHETP the first time and then will be produced at the new interval. A
 
file of data for restarting is produced every ten integration steps.
 
In program 3, only the first card shown in figure 6(c) is required
 
for restarting. The quantity MODIN should be six for restarting. The
 
quantity LTIN can be arbitrarily specified. As indicated in "Dictionary
 
of Input Variables" if LTIN is zero, the input data will be read from the
 
last entry of'the storage file from logical unit number 22. Otherwise,
 
if LTIN is greater than zero, the data will be read from the first entry
 
of the storage file at which the integration step number is greater than
 




In this section, the construction of card decks for operation of the
 
computer programs is described. First, a general description of the
 
operations required is given. Then the specific Job Control cards needed
 





General Job Control Sequence
 
The following list is the general Job Control procedure that would
 
be required to run programs 1, 2, 3, and 5 in sequence without stopping or
 
restarting. The reader is referred to figure 5.
 
1. Attach geometry input file
 
2. Load program 1 (FVTM)
 
3. Execute program 1, providing required card input data
 
4. Store data file 1 produced by execution of program 1
 
5. Load program 2 (FVSM)
 
6. Execute program 2, providing required card input data
 
7. Store data file 2 produced by execution of program 2
 
8. Store data file 3 produced by execution of program 2
 
9. Load program 5 (CTI)
 
10. Execute program 5, providing required card input data
 
11. Store data file 4 produced by execution of program 5
 
12. Store data file 5 produced by execution of program 5
 
13. Load program 3 (FDSM)
 
14. Execute program 3, providing required card input data
 
15. Store data file 6 produced by execution of program 3
 
For continuing an unfinished calculation, the Job Control Sequence
 
would be basically the same as in the previous list except that the
 
appropriate restart data file would be attached and the part of the
 
sequence that was already completed would be omitted with the exception
 
that the geometry input file would be attached as before (step 1).
 
Logical unit numbers required for input and output are given names
 
to avoid confusion in setting up the Job Control Card deck These names
 
denote the files actually used by the programs and are listed in Table II.
 
Permanent storage files may be labeled at the user's convenience. Normally,
 
tape 5 is used for input from punchdd cards and tape 6 is used for printed
 
output. In program 3, tape 31 may be used for punched card input and
 
tape 20 is used for punched card output. Other logical unit numbers are
 
used for input or output from the permanent disk or tape files.
 
Job Control on the CDC 7600
 
Sets of Job Control Cards required to use the computer programs on
 
the CDC 7600 computer at Ames Research Center are listed in Tables III,
 




be stored on a disk or tape file. The reader is referred to the CDC
 




In Table III, the Job Control cards necessary to run program 1 from
 
an initial start are listed. The usual procedure for running program 1
 
will be to do a complete calculation in at least two steps. The first
 
step might run only a few iterations to verify that input quantities are
 
correct and that the solution may be expected to converge. The next
 
step would restart from the previous step and run a larger number of
 




In Table IV, the Job Control cards necessary to restart program 1
 
and then run all programs except program 4 in a single job are listed.
 
Such a 3ob could require more than 1 hour for a perfect gas case, depend­
ing upon how many iterations were required from program 1. Substantially 
longer times will be required if a real gas is calculated. Also, the 
storage file for program 3 (CONTOU) may become very large. If it is 
desired to store that file on a tape instead of disk storage, the cards
 
32 and 33 should be replaced with the appropriate cards for transferring
 
the file to tape.
 
In Table V, the Job Control cards necessary to restart program 2
 
and then run all remaining programs except program 4 are listed. See the
 
previous discussion of Table IV for an alternate procedure for program 3.
 
In Table VI, the Job Control cards necessary to restart program 3
 
are listed. See the previous discussion of Table IV for an alternate
 
procedure for program 3.
 






In program 1, the calculation is controlled by the user-specified 
quantities NEND and NDEND, defining the number of iterations to be 
executed. No convergence criteria are built into the program. As an 
aid in determining the degree of convergence of the solution, several 
quantities are printed at each iteration. The most informative of those 
quantities are the x-coordinates and the pressure at the shock at points 
near the downstream boundary on the windward and leeward sides of the
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body in the pitch plane. The coordinates appear as the quantities
 
X(l,IL,JSHK) and X(KL,IL,JSHC) while the pressures are P(l,M), and
 
P (KL-l,M) where M=(IL-2)XJ-L+JSHK-l. (See the output described in the 
section entitled "NUMERICAL EXAMPLE"). For a converging solution, those
 
coordinates and pressures will reach a steady-state, nearly constant, 
value after many iterations. For a solution that is not converging, one
 
or all of the values may oscillate with significant, possibly increasing
 
amplitude. Another quantity printed each iteration is the shock stand­
off distance (printed as the z-coordinate of the computational mesh at
 
K=I, 1=1, J=JSHK, Z(I,I,JSHK). That quantity alone is not a valid indi­
cation of convergence since it converges-rapidly to a steady-state value
 
while quantities in other parts of the computational mesh converge more
 
slowly. Even more dangerous, it may appear to converge and then at the
 
last step diverge suddenly. The shape of the shock near the downstream
 
boundaries of the computational mesh appears to be a more sensitive indi­
cation of convergence than the shape in the stagnation region.
 
Since the total energy is not constrained in the calculation to be
 
constant, the approach of the total energy to the free-stream value is
 
another, perhaps the most important, indicator of convergence. A series
 
of quantities related to the relative error between the calculated total
 
energy at each point in the computational mesh and the freestream value is
 
printed each iteration. The quantities are the maximum relative error,
 
and the total numbers of errors less than 10 percent, 1 percent, and 0.1
 
percent of the freestream energy. As for the shock standoff distance, the
 
maximum energy error alone is not a sufficient indicator of convergence.
 
However, a converging solution should have all the energy errors less than
 
10 percent, most errors less than 1 percent and the number less than 0.1
 
percent should show an increasing trend.
 
At the end of a specified number of iterations, the solution for
 
all flow field quantities is printed. Included in that output is the
 
Mach number distribution. That distribution is an excellent indicator
 
of the quality of the solution since the Mach number should increase
 
monotonically and smoothly from the stagnation region (I=l) to the down­
stream boundary (I=IL-l) in the latitudinal direction.
 
Clearly, the determination of convergence is a subjective problem. 
The primary concern is that the flow field quantities and shock shape 
approach a steady state. Approximately 400 to 600 iterations are usually 
sufficient to achieve a reasonable degree of convergence if the solution 
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is converging, as indicated by the total energy error. Examples of con­




MESSAGES PRINTED BY THE PROGRAM
 
This section lists the messages given by the programs and tells
 
what to do when they are encountered.
 
Messages from Program 1
 
=
(1) 	READ FROM TAPE (11) ITERATION NO
 
This message is printed if program 1 is being restarted from a data
 
set. It shows the iteration number at which the calculation is started.
 
(2) 	WRITE TO TAPE (10) ITERATION NO =
 
This message is printed every 25 iterations of program 1 as a
 
restart data set is written to the disk (or tape) file associated with
 
the unit number 10.
 
(3) 	NERR-n IN SERCH
 
This statement may be printed by the subroutine GEOM3 during a
 
calculation of the body surface gwometry if an error condition is encoun­
tered. It probably means that one or more of the curve fits representing
 
the body geometry was input in error. Check the body geometry input data
 
or the quantities ZFOCNL, THWL, THLL, or RBX.
 
(4) 	WAVE ANGLE LESS THAN MACH ANGLE
 
This statement is printed if the shock wave angle is less than the
 
Mach angle. It is most likely to occur at the initial step for low Mach
 
numbers. Check the geometry input data and the input shock shape para­
meters.
 
(5) 	THIS WAVE IS A MACH WAVE
 
This statement is printed if the shock angle is equal to the Mach
 
angle. Check the geometry input data and the input shock shape para­
meters.
 
(6) 	ERROR IN SHOCK 
This statement is printed if difficulty is encountered in calculating 
the pressure at the shock wave at the initial step. Check the geometry 
input data and the input shock shape parameters. 
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(7) MORE THAN 200 ITERATIONS
 
This message is printed if the initial condition subroutine START in
 
program 1 is unable to locate a computational mesh point compatible with
 
the input geometry parameter curve fits. Check the geometry input and
 








This message is printed if the computational mesh does not enclose
 
all of the flow with Mach numbers less than 1.2. The points in the last
 
cone of the computational mesh at layer J-n are listed to aid in deter­
mining how the mesh should be modified. If low values of K are printed,
 
the mesh needs expanding on the leeward side of the body. If high values
 
of K (near K=KE) are printed, the mesh should be expanded on the wind­
ward side. In either case, the best mesh may require adjustment of all
 
three of the parameters ZFOCNL, THWL, and THLL.
 
Messages from Program 2
 
(1) ***ERROR-INTEGRATION STEP ZERO OR NEGATIVE
 
This message is printed if the subroutine which calculates the 
integration step size produces a negative or zero value. One possible
 
cause of such a condition is the occurrence of unity or subsonic Mach
 
numbers in the calculated flow field. Such a situation can occur if the
 
computational mesh of program 1 did not enclose all the subsonic flow.
 
The situation can also occur when the solution obtained from program 1
 
is not adequately converged or does not extend sufficiently far into the
 
supersonic region. In that case, program 2 may integrate several steps
 
before the error condition is encountered. The probable remedy in all
 
these cases is to expand the computational mesh and rerun program 1.
 
Messages from Program 3
 
(1) DATA READ FROM CONTINUOUS FILE-UNIT 22? NSTEP=n
 
Z = .,.. 
This statement is printed when the data have been read from the 
restart file at step n. This corresponds to the input option MODIN=6, 
LTIN=n. 
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This statement is written each time the data are written to the
 
storage file (every CRASHZ cm, see "Dictionary of Input Variables").
 
Messages from Program 5
 
(1) INPUT ERROR IOPT MUST BE 3 OR 4 OR 43
 
See Dictionary of Input Variables for Program 5.
 
(2) UNSTEADY BLUNT-BODY TAPE READ. n STATIONS ON IT.
 
This statement is printed when the file from program 1 has been
 
completely read. The number of stations refers to the numbek of computa­
tional mesh cone surfaces.
 
(3) 	STEADY BLUNT-BODY TAPE READ. n STATIONS ON IT.
 
TOTAL NO OF STATIONS=m.
 
This statement is printed when the file from program 2 has been
 
completely read. The number of stations refers to the number of times
 
data were stored in the calculations done by program 2. The total is
 
n plus the previous number of stations read from program 1.
 
(4) SUBSCRIPT LIMIT MISMATCH. KEMl=k, KLM1=n, 12=m
 
This statement is printed after comparing the value of KEMI from 
the program 2 interface file (data file 3) with that of KLMI from data 
file 1. These values are the number of mesh cells in the meridional 
direction. The two values should be the same. If not, the two data
 
sets being read are not compatible. The value of 12 is the total number
 
of computational mesh points at each meridional position.
 
(5) SUBSCRIPT LIMIT MISMATCH JSHK2=k, JSHK-n, I2--m.
 
This message is printed if the number of computational mesh points
 




(6) 12=n. TOO BIG
 
This message is printed if the total number of mesh points in the
 
shock layer at each meridional position for the combined data sets
 
produced by the data from programs 1 and 2 exceeds 300. The remedy is
 
to redo the calculation, using a coarser grid of points in program 1 by
 
either using smaller values of JSHK and/or IL or by expanding the
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computational mesh so that the last mesh cone is more nearly planar and
 
normal to the body axis.
 
(7) MORE THAN 40 AXIAL STATIONS REQUESTED EXCESS IGNORED
 
This statement is printed if there are more than 40 values in the
 
input array of axial stations, ZMTRC(I), at which data are to be calcu­
lated for program 4
 
(8) ALL Z-LOCATIONS. GT. NO. n IGNORED. TOO BIG.
 
This statement is printed if some of the input z values are aft
 
of the most aft station of the computational mesh
 
(9) THE FIRST n Z-LOCATIONS IGNORED AS TOO SMALL
 
This statement is printed for those input z stations which are 
forward of z of the computational mesh. 
(10) ERROR IN BODY SURFACE DATA STATION ... DISREGARDED.
 
This statement is printed whenever the interpolation and extra­
polation of data from programs 1 and 2 is unable to satisfy the condi­
tions of tangency and constant total energy. That problem may arise at
 
stations near the nose where certain points of the computational mesh
 
would have small velocitLes which must be calculated as a difference
 
between large approximate quantities. In such a case, the calculation
 
may produce a negative result from the expression
 
V 2(Ht - 'Y -1p 
when such an error occurs the data for the z station is not printed
 






A list of the punched card input data for a sample calculation on
 
a space shuttle configuration is shown in figure 11(a). The case being
 
calculated is for a Mach number of 10, angle of attack of 300 at an
 
altitude of 50 kilometers in air treated as a perfect gas with ratio of
 
specific heats equal to 1 4.
 
The punched card geometry input data are listed in Table I. Those
 





As can be noted in the input shown in figure 11, all output option
 
parameters were input so that all output would be printed. Only selected
 
pages of the output will be presented herein. Figures are presented
 
subsequently to illustrate the results of the calculations.
 
Program I The first printed output (fig. 12) from program 1 is a
 
list of the important input quantities plus other free-stream quantities
 










EINF total energy per unit volume
 




The next list of output is a table of the x-coordinate, RFOC(KI,I),
 
and the z-coordinate, RFOC(K,2,I), of the computational mesh cone vertices
 
listed with the meridional variation, K, down the page and the axial
 
variation, I, across the page. Next, a table of the body radii associated
 
with the rays of the computational mesh is printed with the meridional
 
variation, K, down the page and the axial variation, I, across. These
 
tables may be omitted by letting NPRT=O
 
The next output is printed at the first integration step. It is
 
basically a reprint of the input data with dimensionless input quantities
 
converted to dimensional quantities.
 
The next output is always printed. No options are provided for
 
omitting it Two groups of data are printed at each iteration step to
 
aid in monitoring the progress of the iteration.
 
The first group of data are values of eigenvalues and other para­
meters related to the numerical solution of the finite-difference equa­
tions: The x-coordinates of certain points in the computational mesh
 
and the pressure at those points are printed along with the shock stand­
off distance, Z(I,I,JSHK). These quantities have been discussed previously
 
in the section entitled "Convergence Criteria."
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The second group of data are a measure of the accuracy of calculation
 
of the total energy. The maximum total energy error relative to the free­
stream total enthalpy is printed along with the indices, i,3,k, of the
 
computational mesh at which it occurs. In addition, all the energy errors
 
are counted and the number of errors less than 10 percent, 1 percent, and
 
0.1 percent are printed. The total number of errors being counted is
 
((IL-l)X(JL-l)X(KL-l)). 
The remaining output from the program is selected with the input
 
parameter NPRNT on the first input data card. First is a list of all the
 
energy errors relative to the free-stream total energy. They are listed
 
in groups of (IL-I)X(JSHK-l) values for each meridional position, K.
 
Next is printed the flow variables, P, u, v, w, p, Mach number, and
 
e and, if a chemically reacting gas is being calculated, the chemical
 
species concentrations. Finally, the coordinates of all the computational
 
mesh points are printed.
 
If NPRT and NPRNT are input as zero, only the input data and the
 
iteration step data are printed.
 
The results produced by program 1 for the sample case are presented
 
graphically in figures 13 through 17. In figure 13, the shock stand-off
 
distance is seen to converge rapidly to a steady value within 200 itera­
tions while the maximum energy error (fig 14) takes much longer. The
 
energy error count shown in figure 15 indicates a converging solution with
 
the number of small errors increasing with iteration. The shock shape
 
shown in figure 16 is smooth at 200, 400 and 600 iterations, but moves
 
slightly as the calculation proceeds. Clearly in this particular case,
 
the shock shape alone is not a sufficient indicator of convergence since
 
it is smooth and contains no perceptible perturbations even after only
 
200 iterations. A better indicator of the quality of the solution is the
 
Mach number distribution, a sample of which is presented in figure 17.
 
In that figure, the Mach number distribution at the shock in the plane
 
of symmetry is plotted as a function of the nondimensional latitudinal
 
index, I. At 200 iterations considerable roughness exists in the distrib­
utions which is gradually smoothed out as more iterations are calculated.
 
Finally, the output quantities which seem to best serve to indicate the
 
trend of the solution are shown in figure 18. Those quantities are the
 
x-coordinates of the ends of the shock in the symmetry plane. The shock
 
is seen to initially oscillate markedly on both the windward and the lee­
ward side but to eventually reach a steady state.
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To illustrate the behavior of the calculated results when convergence
 
is not achieved, figures 19-24 are presented. The calculations are for
 
the same sample case as figures 13-18, but with ZFOCNL=5.0. The most
 
notable features of these figures are that the solution for early itera­
tions follows similar trends to those of the convergent solution shown
 
previously. In particular, the shock stand-off distance (fig. 19) con­
verges rapidly in both cases and remains converged. Other quantities
 
appear to converge and then diverge.
 
Program 2 - The first output from program 2 (fig. 25) is the itera­
tion step of program 1 at which the solution was obtained followed by a
 
list of the parameters and constants obtained from program 1. Included
 
in that list are the location of the vertex of the computational cone
 
(Xozo), the initial angle of the cone axis from the horizontal (z) axis,
 
BETAO and the initial cone half angle, THETAO. Other data in the list
 
are the same as output initially from program 1.
 
The initial output is followed, if NPFLOW=l, by the list of densities,
 
velocities, pressures and Mach numbers obtained from program 1. However,
 
the quantities in this list do not correspond exactly to values from
 
program 1. A linear interpolation is performed to go from the finite
 
volumes of the program 1 computational mesh wherein the flow quantities
 
are known at the center of the mesh hexahedra to the finite areas of the
 
program 2 computational mesh wherein the quantities are known at the
 
center of the finite areas.
 
Since the total energy is not constant in the solution from pro­
gram 1, an ad3ustment is made in the initial data of program 2 to ensure
 
that the total energy equals the free-stream value throughout the flow.
 
The next output is the ad3usted initial data, followed, if NPFLUXl, by
 
the calculated initial fluxes of mass and momentum. After the fluxes
 
are calculated, the flow quantities are calculated and printed to verify
 
the accuracy of the decoding procedure.
 
The next output, if NPXYZ=l, is the list of mesh coordinates at the
 
Nth step, followed immediately by those at the (N + i)th step. Next,
 
if NPAREAl, is a list of the areas of the projections of the mesh cell
 
faces on the coordinate planes at the initial step.
 
Subsequent output is dependent upon the quantity DTHETP as well as
 
the option parameters. In the case shown in figure 25, the output was
 
required every 50. At every integration step, the current value of the
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cone angle, THETA and the integration step size are printed along with a
 
list of the body and shock radii at each meridional position. Every
 




Program 5 - The interface program prints first the free-stream
 
quantities, and the input and ad3usted arrays of the axial stations at
 
which data are to be calculated from programs 3 and 4. In the example
 
shown, the input stations were all within acceptable limits, so the ad3usted
 
list of axial stations is not printed. Next, the values of the flow
 
quantities which are calculated at each z station (fig. 26) are printed.
 
In addition, a list of the body radii as computed from the exact relations
 
and from interpolation is printed at each station, along with the relative
 
error, the derivatives of the body radius with respect to z and 0 and
 
the shock radius. When all the data for program 4 have been printed, a
 




This refers to the generation of data set number 4 in figure 5. Next,
 
the data for program 3 are printed. Note that the output for program 4
 
is in ENGLISH UNITS (inches) while that for program 3 is in CGS UNITS as
 
for programs 1 and 2. The required unit conversions are done in the
 
interface program (CTI). Since program 3 makes use of the shock radius
 
and its derivative with respect to z and 0, those quantities are added
 
to the final output list' The final output is a message saying
 
***SHOCK-CAPTURE CODE STARTING TAPE WRITTEN***
 
which refers to the generation of data set number 5 in figure 5. That
 
data set contains the results of the blunt-body calculations to initial­
ize the calculation for the remainder of the vehicle.
 
Program 3 - The first page of output from program 3 (fig. 27) is a
 
list of the quantities input from punched cards. This is followed by
 
a list of some of the quantities provided by the data set produced by
 
program 5. Next, the calculated quantities for the entire computational
 
mesh at the initial axial station are printed. After that, the flow
 







In addition to the sample case discussed herein, perfect gas calcu­
lations have also been made with programs 1, 2, and 5, for Mach numbers
 
of 5.0 and 7.0 at an angle of attack of 300 and for Mach numbers of 5.0,
 
7.0, and 10.0 at an angle of attack of 350. A calculation for a real gas
 
at a Mach number of 27.5 and an angle of attack of 41.40 has also been
 
completed. The results appear to converge in all those cases in the same
 
manner as described herein. The upper and lower limits of applicability
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0,600000E 02 0.1641000E 00 -0.1022857E-05 0.1876347E-08 
8 3 4 0.1644000E 00 0.4040000E 00 0.7055000E 03 0.7650000E 03 
c0.1740000 n3 0.1644000E 00 0.166609&E-02 0J3891848E-05 
9 3 4 0.4040000E 00 0.100-OOOE 01 0.7650000E G3 0.8650000E 03 
0.190000c 03 0.4040000F 00 0.3970001E-02 -0.6600013E-05 
10 - 4 O1000000 -r 7; OOUOfO-l t-8650000E 03-0O29UfOlE04 
f.960000F 03 0.10000nF 01 0.o0000000 0.0000000 
1] 3 4 0.1000000E 01 0.2034000E 00 0.1029000E 04 0.1092000E 04 
0.4?CO000 n' 0.109000E-01 9c1229886ES01 06 324489-0 ­
17 1 A 0.2034000E 00 0.000000 0.1092000E 04 0.1293300E 04 
0.490000F 030,20-34000F 00 -0.1255360E-02 0.2484331E-05 
1 3 4 0.0000000 0.O00u000 0.2620000E 01 0.7250000E 01 
n.o0O0ooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
S--- 4 0.0000000 -0.103340U-- 0 h725"0OCE 01- 0.3500020E 02 
0.0000000 0.0000000 -0.2119718E-02 0.6191885E-05 
S 'A 4 -0.1031400E 03 -0.1298770E 00 0.3500000E 02 0.6500000E 02 
O-9OOF -=-1- 0O 00 -0;-W4 80 3 --0 3- =1193 45 2-'r­
4 3 4 -0.1298770E 00 -0.9276694E-01 0.6500000E 02 0.1150000E 03 
-OnnOOOOOF 1! -0.129877n- 00 -0.1495825F-01 0.6942437E-05 
'5- 3 4 -0.9276694E-01 -0;5"75000E-l onis00o0E-0 0a3650000E 03 
-0,iO00000P 02 -0.9276694E-01 -0.7643213E-03 0.1539321E-04 
6 3 4 -0.537500OE-01 -0.53750001-01 0.16500002 03 0.66500002 03 
7 3 4 -0.5375000E-01 -0.1745500E-01 0.6650000E 03 0.7650000E 03 
-0,4250000c 02 -0.5375000E-01 0.4995491E-03 -0.2120494E-05 
-8 -3 4 -0-. 17-550-E-01- -. :-08330=01 -0n,76500f00lr-0 0.96"5000"0E 03 




3 4 0.4803300E-01 0.0000000 0.9650000E 03 0.1072000E 04
-0,40fO30OO 02 O'4 flUr300F-0r -076743763E-03 '0.5-60018-5E-05
 
10 4 0.0000000 O.OOOOGOO 0.1072000E 04 0.1165000E 04
 
-n'afqlnoo n? 0ooo0ooq ,o~nnfnlo 0.0000000 
1 ' 4 O.O0ono0t n .O{000O O.1T65000E 04 01293300E 04 
-n 1.anor0 '? o.n0o0n .o000000 0.0000000 
2 
31 4 0.0000000 0.-0000000 0.220000E 01 0-.1650000'-03 
",9OOOOOE n2 0.0000000 3.0000000 O.00O00 
2 ' 4 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.1650000E 03 0.1293300E 04 
0.9000000E n2 0.0000000 0'OOOvOOo 0.0000000 
10
 
1 4 0.2144O00E 01 O.1OJOOOE 01 0.2620000E 01 0.7250000E 01
 
0.11$3000E 12 0-2144500F 01 -0.243881&E0 0 -. 103t,1 4E 01
 
2 3 4 0.1000000E 01 0.509520E 00 0.7250000E 01 0.3500000E 02 
".ls"q0fl0 0? 0.1000000E 01 -0.95 9 5554E-02 0.1821216E-04
 
0 & 0.5095200E 0O- 0.39834Q9E O0 0.3500000E 02 0.6500000E 02
 
=
0,1900000 "2 0.509q200E 00 -0.224633OW-02 0.8744358E-05
 
4 4 O3Q824ooF 00 0.2014700E 00 0.6500000E 02 0.115O000E 03
 
C.r2r000= 02 O.983-4&QE 00 -0.1-363"6-C2- 0.3Y2755E-05 
5 3 4 0.2914700E 00 0.2171200E 00 0.1150000E 03 0.1650000E O
 
0.6950000F 02 0,2QI4700E 00 -0.7011979E-01 -0.5640276E-0S
 
6 3 4 0.2171200E 00 0.l2IuuOOE 00 0.165000uE 03 01.2300000E 03 
0.8225000E 02 0.2171200E 00 0.1205775E-02 -0.1987146E-34
 
7 3 4 0.1220000E 00 0.7999998E-01 0.2300000E 03 0-2650000E 03
 
0,9600n00E Y2 0.]220000 00 O298775&E-Q'Z-O6833824-Er4
 
0 3 4 0.709990BE-0] 0.4500000E-01 0.2650000E 03 0.30OOOOOE 03 
OIOCO0F 03 0.7990 998E-01 O.938776E-02 -0.8454810E-04
 
Q q 4 0.450000AE-01 n;oCoOono 0C3000000E 03 03&50000E 03
 
.1f50000c 03 O,45000nOE-01 0.7455617E-03 -0.1119708E-04
 
10 4 O.o000o00 0.0000000 0.3650000E 03 0.1293300E 04 
0.I0O0O0e 01 0000-oO0 "0.00O000 07-000,0000­
11 
1 4 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.2620000E 01 0.7250000E 01 
0.0300000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
7 3 4 0.0000000 -0.1033400E 00 0.7250000E 01 0.3500000E 02 
n'0000000 0.0000000 -0.2119718E-02 0.6191885E-05 
" --Q -4---Oi Og3o4o0 000-Oc29870E-tO Oul5OOZ00 02 60000EO2 
-fl151l000E r -0.2031400F 00 -0.4481035E-03 0.1293452E-06 
a q 4 -0.1298770E 00 -0.9276694E-01 0.6500000E 02 0.1150000E 03 
l
-0.9nf00O 01 0Z9S770' 00"--.1498Z-5rE0 0.6-94243Ef5' 
3 4 -0.9276694E-01 -0.'375000E-01 0.1150000E 03 0.1650000E 03 
c

-0.1100000 0? -0.0276604C-01 -0.7W6&S13E-0 0.1539121E-04 
6 --- -4---53500E-01 -- 49999999a-z2 0;1650000"[-03- Or23000OE 039 
-0.1562500P 02 -0.5375000E-01 -0.]175739E-02 0.1795629E-04 
7 3 4 -0.4999999E-02 0.9999996E-01 0.2300000E 03 0.3650000E 03 




F - -3 4' 0.9-999996F=01 0-.1"79999E-00 -0;"36"50000E-'05 -O,-4-50006E 03 
-0.1300000F 02 0.9999996E-01 -0.7799980E-03 0.6799986E-05 
0 3 4 0.1479999E 00 0.1059999E 00 0.4650030E 03 0.5650000E 03 
-0 .4000^00 r)I - 0,174-T9990E 00 -0.1800015E-03 -0.26UO0010E-G5 
10 3 4 0.1059999F 00 0,000o000 0.5650000E 03 0.7650000£ 03 
n.V)O0OO0 ')2 0.105990qE 00 0.6500068E-04 -0.1100001E-05 
11 -1 - 4 O,010000 -- 0 000UO0GO "0-7650000E-03 -O.1293300E 04 




i 1 4 0.000O0000 0.000t,000 --- 26-ZOODOE 01 -0. 1650000E 03 
0.9O0rOOOE 2 0.O0000000 0.O0000000 0.0000000
 
2 3 4 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.1650000E 03 0.1293300E 04
 
0.a900000OC-02 f).0000000 0.T,000100 -0.00C00000 
6
 
1 1 4 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.2620000E 01 0.3500000E 02­
nqnnno0 n,000n0nq n.-O0A0000 -0.-GOTY000 
2 4 0.0000000 0.1605999E 00 0.3500003E 02 0.6500000E 02
 
n~nngon0 0.00000in 0.598C~n0E-02 -0.7340743E-04
 
- q 4--0 .1 wOO 00 -- 25CYC0P-00- -0;-6500000F 0,16-5U000E 03q 	 02 
m
0.1400000c 01 0.l60O c 00 0.99' 0024E-0 0.1099e45E-06
 
6 q 4 0.142r000E 00 0.3425000S 00 0.1650000E 03 0.3650000E 03
 
9 4 0.3425000E 00 0.0003000 0.3650000E 03 0.4350000E 03 
0.07090000P 02 0.1425000F 00 -0.3663260E-02 0.1158888E-04 
6 - I-..-. 4- 0.000O"OO 0.,000a".0 -Oi45O- O--2"9373DO0E 04-5037-0 
O,1070nOOl: nq 0.0000001. OO000onO 0.0000000 
10 
1 -1- 4 0.2r474500E 01 0.965691OOE-00 0.'2620000E 01 0.7250000E 01 
n.l!SI000P 02 0.2144500E 0! -0.20!4851E 00 0.1068164E-01 
2 1 & 0.9656900E 00 0.500529qP 00 0.7250000E 01 0.3500000E 02 
0 .1n 00E 0s'q'M9 00E 0 0- -- 3 9?3 5-COC 	 0.- 2SE=0 2---0-q 0 3 
'A 1 4 0.5099,299E 00 0.3983499E 00 0.3500000E 02 0.6500000E 02
 
= 
n,4n2M000F 02 0.5099290 00 0.7752996 E-02 -0.2134667E-03 
4 1 47 0.3993-4'9'E' 00 -0;2rgl400E-00 0/65O000E G2 0 -.- 150 0 0- E 03 
0.5675000P 02 0.3983499E 00 0.5236596E-02 -0.8407197E-04 
5 3 4 0.2914700E 00 0.2171200E 00 0.1150000E 03 0.1650000E 03 
0 .7 925 01010 - 0-.2 -04-00E-00- -078218E=-2 ---0 --.97T6-39 F O3 
6 1 4 0,2171200F 00 0.3939100E 00 0.1650000E 03 0.1950000E 03 
0.9945000E n2 0.2171200E 00 0.7561672E-02 -0.1025595E-03 
7 1--" 4 0i- 9100IE'00 0-;9489650E--00 --0-I95OO000 O3 0.-1995D00OE -03 
0,1100000£ 93 0.1939100E 00 0.2066403E 00 -0.2147668E-01 
8 1 4 0.9489650£ O0 0-9489650E 00 0.1995000E 03 0.2345000E 03 
0 -t4000OOF-0 0 986SPO--' -ZL4 =3 =5 
9 'A 4 0.9489650E 00 0.0000000 0.2345000E 03 0.2790000E 03 
0.1470000E 0? 0.94896S0F 00 -0.1841072E-01 0.1160779E-03 
10 --1- - 47 0 00"0O0 -- , Of00 "0-279GO00-3--0;-12-9300E 04 




Labels for logical unit numbers used for input and output of data
 
from disk or tape files: 












input from punched cards 
output on printer 
body geometry data 
storage output 
PlIN 11 restart input 
Program 2 (FVSM) 
INPUT 5 input from punched cards 
OUTPUT 6 output on printer 
GEOM 9 body geometry data 
PIDATA 10 input of program 1 storage file 
P2RSIN 11 restart input 
P2IFIN 12 unfinished interface storage 
file input 
P2RS 13 restart output
 












































































































input of program 1 storage
 
file 
output for program 4 (CHAOS)
 
output for program 3 (FDSM)
 






JOB CONTROL CARDS TO RUN PROGRAM 1 
FROM AN INITIAL START 
Card 
1 JOBNAME, T - , P. 
2 ACCOUNT, ID NAME, ACCOUNT 4. 
3 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM1, ID=AAAAAA, PWBBBBBBBB. 
4 ATTACH, GEOM, SHUTGEOM, ID=AAAAAA, PWBBBBBBBHB. 
5 REQUEST, PIDATA, *PF. 
6 LGO 
7 EXIT, U. 
8 CATALOG, PIDATA, DATA1, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
789 




JOB CONTROL CARDS TO RESTART PROGRAM 1 AND RUN 
ALL SHUTTLE FLOW FIELD PROGRAMS 
Card 
1 JOBNAME, T__, P_. 
2 ACCOUNT, ID NAME, ACCOUNT #. 
3 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAMI, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
4 ATTACH, GEOM, SHUTGEOM, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
5 ATTACH, PIIN, DATA1, ID=AAAAAA. 
6 REQUEST, PIDATA, *PF. 
7 LGO. 
S EXIT, U. 
9 CATALOG, PIDATA, DATAI, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
10 RETURN, LGO. 
11 RETURN, PIIN 
12 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM2, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBB. 
13 REQUEST, P2RS, *PF. 
14 REQUEST, P2DATA, *PF. 
15 LGO. 
16 EXIT, U. 
17 CATALOG, P2RS, DATA2, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
18 CATALOG, P2DATA, DATA3, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
19 RETURN, LGO. 
20 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM5, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
21 REQUEST, CHAOS, *PF. 





24 EXIT, U. 
25 CATALOG, CHAOS, DATA4, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120 
26 CATALOG, BBDATA, DATA5, ID=AAAAAA, MR1l, RP=120. 
27 RETURN, LGO. 
28 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM, ID=AAAAAA, PWtBBBBBBBB. 
29 REWIND, BBDATA. 
30 LGO. 
31 EXIT, U. 
32 REQUEST, CONTOU, *PF. 
33 CATALOG, CONTOU, DATA6, ID=AAAAAA, MR1l, RP=120. 
789 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM1 (restart) 
789 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM2 
789 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM5 
789 




JOB CONTROL CARDS TO RESTART PROGRAM 2 AND 
RUN REMAINING SHUTTLE FLOW FIELD PROGRAMS 
Card 
1 JOBNAME, T___, P_. 
2 ACCOUNT, ID NAME, ACCOUNT #. 
3 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM2, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
4 ATTACH, GEOM, SHUTGEOM, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
5 ATTACH, P2RSIN, DATA2, ID=AAAAAA. 
6 ATTACH, P2IFIN, DATA3, ID=AAAAAA. 
7 REQUEST, P2DATA, *PF. 
8 LGO. 
9 EXIT, U. 
10 CATALOG, P2DATA, DATA3, ID=AAAAAA, MR1l, RP=120 
11 RETURN, LGO. 
12 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM5, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 
13 ATTACH, PIDATA, DATA1, ID=AAAAAA. 
14 REQUEST, CHAOS, *PF. 
15 REQUEST, BBDATA, *PF 
16 LGO. 
17 EXIT, U 
18 CATALOG, CHAOS, DATA4, ID=AAAAAA, MR1l, RP=120. 
19 CATALOG, BEDATA, DATA5, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
20 EXIT, U. 
21 RETURN, LGO. 
22 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM3, ID=AAAAAA, PW=BBBBBBBB. 






25 EXIT, U. 
26 REQUEST, CONTOU, *PF. 
27 CATALOG, CONTOU, DATA6, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
789 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM2 (restart) 
789 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM5 
789 




JOB CONTROL CARDS TO RESTART 
PROGRAM 3 
Card 
1 JOBNAME, T. ., P-. 
2 ACCOUNT, ID NAME, ACCOUNT #. 
3 ATTACH, LGO, PROGRAM3, ID=AAAAAA, PWBBBBBBBB. 
4 ATTACH, CONTIN, DATA6, ID=AAAAAA. 
5 LGO. 
6 EXIT, U. 
7 REQUEST, CONTOU, *PF 
8 CATALOG, CONTOU, DATA6, ID=AAAAAA, MR=l, RP=120. 
78 
9 





JOB CONTROL CARDS TO RUN PROGRAM 4 (CHAOS) FROM A 
DATA SET PRODUCED BY PROGRAM 5(CTI) 
Card 
1 JOBNAME, T___, P_. 
2 ACCOUNT, ID NAME, ACCOUNT 4. 
3 ATTACH, LGO, CHAOS, ID=AAAAAA, PWBBBBBBBB 
4 ATTACH, TAPES, DATA4, ID=AAAAAA. 
5 LGO. 
789 











Figure 1.- Mesh geometry for program 1 (FVTM)
 
determined by series of nested cones.
 
44 








Figure 2 - Partitioning of the shock layer 














Figure 3.- Illustration of position, orientation, and
 
vertex angle of conical data surfaces for
 








Figure 4 - Coordinate system and computational 
mesh in axis normal plane for program 3. 
47 
I I n p u t :z 
Tinputpu
















(CHAOS) teFle 4 




1 LOGICAL VARIABLES AND INTEGERS 
Format (2L,,3X,15,11) 




No I = LME - IO J 
Card No. 2 INTEGERS-RIGHT ADJUSTED - 5 column fields 
Format 112t5) 
variable NR EO I E X 
Card Colun No 5 101 1 23 
Data 
RI 
card go 3 REAL NUMUERS - IQ 
Format (ri0 
Variable 
Card Colmn No 
Data 








DO 50 02 170 
CardNo. 4REAL NUMBERS - 10 column fields, decimal point required 
Format (FI0 0) 
Variable IL WLLA 




(a) Program 1 (FVUBB) 
Figure 6 - input data form 
0 
Card No 1 INTEGERS 





Card Column No 
Data 
Card No 2 REAL NUMBER 
- 10 colw field, decsnal point required 
Format (FIO 0) 
Variable 
Card Column No 1 
Data 
(b) Program 2 (FVSBB)
 
Figure 6 - Continued 
Card No 1 LOGICAL VARIADLES, INTEGERS (RIGHT ADJUSTED) AND REAL 
Format (L5,515,FlO 0,15,F0 0) 
Variable GRFCS MODIN LTIN MODOUT LTOUT NI 




NODCFO MODBSO CPASRZ 
Card No 2 INTEGER-RIGHT ADJUSTED 
Format (15) 
Variable 
Card ColUmn NO 
Data 
- 5 column field 
















Card NO (NUMDUK+ 3) INTEGER-RIGHT 
Format (15) 
Variable 
Card Column No 
Data 
ADJUSTED - 5 column field 
(c) Program 3 
Figure 6 - Continued 
Card Nos (NUmDUM+ 4) to (tMOUM, NMPTS + 4) REAL NUMBERS, 10 column fields, decimal point 
Format (2EIO0) required 
Variable i ZDMPM DCM 
Card Column No 10 20 
Data 









Card Nos (NUMDUM+ NMPTS + 6) to + NMPTS + NRPTS + 6) REAL(NUMDUM NUMBERS 
10 column fields, decimal point required
 
Format (2E10 0) 
Variable ZDMPR D 
Card Column No 10 20 
Data 
(c) Program 3 - Concluded 
Figure 6 - Continued
 
Card No 1 INTEGERS-RIGHT ADJUSTED 
­ 5 column fields 
Format (1015) 
Variable JLIMIT 3L3 NK TOPT NPRNT 
Card Column No 10 51  20 25 
Data 
Card No 2 INTEGER-RIGHT ADJUSTED ­ 5 column field 
Format (15) 
Variable 
Card Column No 
Data 
Card Nos 3 to 7 as needed for up to 40 values REAL NUMBERS - 10 column fields, decimal point required 
Variable 




10 20 30 40 5] 60 ?n 80 
(d) Program 5 (CT) 
Figure 6 - Continued 




Variable RNOSE CONANG 
Card Column No 
Data 




Card Column No 
Data 
 EW 




Variable NSc RrrlZ NrI yp2 ffNl Card Col.mn No 5 10 11304§5 
Data 
Card Nos 4 to 6 REAL NUMBERS - 15 column fields, decimal point required 
Format (MElS 7)Variable ]CF 1 )4 §
Card ColUmn No 3
 
Data 
(a) Body geometry input data
 















Figure 7.- Body and shock geometry in pitch plane -showing
 
















0 10 20 30 40 50
 
Angle of attack, a, degrees
 
Figure 8.- Estimated axial iqcation of last
 

















75 - 2 xa 
x =Cubic polynomial 
50 - 4 
5 
x4 ,y 4 ,tan- 1 (dy/dx) 4 
x5,y5 ,ta-r '(dy/dx)s 
4 
St ai -

























In + 	i (2a + 1) 2 










5 1.12 	 2
 
6 1.05 	 3 
7 1.03 	 4
 










(a) c =0. 






















1 200 16 12 18 10 -1 
10 0 797.7905 1 0269E-06 1.4 .26 .5 0.0 
30.0 7.0 40. 90. 1.0 




(b) Input data for program 2. (FVS BB) 
11 22 17 43 1 
40 
.025 .05 .075 .10 .125 .15 .175 .20
 
.225 .25 .275 .30 .325 .35 .375 .40
 
.425 .45 .475 .50 .525 .55 .575 .60
 
.625 .65 .675 .70 .725 .75 .775 .80
 
.825 .85 .875 .90 .925 .95 .975 1.0
 
(c) Input data for program 5 (CTI)
 
FALSE 1 3 0 0 50 200. 5 10.
 
5 
5.OE.2 0.OE.0 0.OE.0 0.OE.0 0.OE.0 
5.3E.2 0 OE.0 0.OE.0 0.OE.0 1.1E.0 
5.7E.2 3.OE.01.30899E.0 0.OE.0 1.1E.0
 
6.OE.2 3.OE.01.30889E.0 0 OE.0 1.1E.0
 











(d) Input data for program 3 (FDSC)
 











40 2 2 333 
1.4 1.4 1716. 
1.3639E-011.9701E-07 21700. 
89.056 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 
180. 0.0 0.0 
179.8 0 0 0.0 
179.6 0.0 0.0 
179.4 0.0 0.0 
179. 0.0 0 0 
178.5 0.0 0.0 
178 0.0 0.0 
177.5 0.0 0.0 
177. 0.0 0.0 
176. 0.0 0.0 
175. 0.0 0.0 
174. 0.0 0.0 
172. 0 0 0.0 
170 0.0 0.0 
168. 0.0 0.0 
165. 0.0 0.0 
160. 0.0 0.0 
150. 0.0 0.0 
130. 0.0 0.0 





.0726 109 .145 .182 .218 .254 .29 
(e) Input data for program 4 (CHAOS) 
Figure ll.- Concluded. 
61 
3'OMfNTONTA AI l qrt nnpy tL 
8002 bOfOn.0nl Cp:q nnonoI.n2 S30, 01003O 4OCNL0T0OO OOOIE,00rOOOlOF+1o 

NPR7. I IFNDDl n I - Jet JF= 22 KE4 lb JbK. 10 hGAS. .l
 
tk * O~fOnC.0, lI1L0 2 .90000h~p lRll. I0000D000
 
VINE. 3 297osr.o; Alj4F. I ?9i*5r-s4 OI7Nrt .0111,0 




 0 7 a 9 20 it1?3 7. 15 06
 
0, I .0 .9.357L.00
.,0r0 e50E00 O 1+00*172e1L01 *P,72 E0' 3,qlgF oI S.334101 -b.9671,401 .8l8l7Eol 
,.0*clo~-l IIF.~ 2 ,e00? 0 8 noEo 2?.1340O2 
2 0, 00 .l flp9E .n,3503E,0.9.771*~oO -I.7 2f+01 *2,721E*01 .3t1,9200. q.,3$E+01 6,467E01 .8,817E#00
-. oAo1'0P 
-Iurp .l8404.I.,00u . :2 .1 
3 0a 0 .I.oa9U0 
-4.35 O,0.9,797L+o0 .l.12E+0I -2.721E.01 .3.929E#0. S,33fi,01 6, fi7E#01-8.17E+01 
a * O ,Or+O0 !354,O .9797+00 *-?*.720,0 *721 E 0 .3,919E+01 
-*.34E.0* -6,967C.01 -8.617E-+0
.0.089E+O -ll7FA2 .S68E*02 *08 oE+02 -2,134+02 
5 0. 0 . .IOA9 iOo .. 354E00 .9.797E+O0 . ,742E.01 -2,721E+01 *3,919E,01 S5,33AE401 .6,967E#0I 8.817E+01
.I,089E#Op -l.*170Fi .f.4 E.02 *1 .80E.02 -2,13'E.02 0. 0* 
-1089E02 *IJ .0 * 3500 *00 9,797E ,O .,702E01 -2.721L.01 3.919E.01 S.3S[tO -b.967F.0 .817-01;IIF.OI .2,Sb8F,.1.600, 2 14.0.2 
0I 0 .IS9oF+oO a.35E.G0 .9.797E+nD .1.742E+01 -2,721E.01 *3,290401 5,334E0 b*,967E+Ol .l.81,lE.
.2.009,0? .1,3t7F+*? .0SAS+027 
-l.80O0V2 .2.134+02
 
$ 0, 0 .1,09E0.Q .,354E+00 .9.797L+00 .1,702E+01 2,721E+01 3.919El01 .5.330001 1.967*,01 *8I71*0I

.1*089E0Op *ip%7Fn? .2.SAOF.02 
-1.640E,02 .2,134E+02
* 	 0 - 0. .0 0090400 .4,354000 .9.797E.00 -1,742E,01 -2*721E001 3,919E*0I .5.33E40 .6.967F.01 8,817L.01

-14089E0Op -1,117F+02 .2,SAOO02 .1.840,.02 =2.130+G?
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00 0,5651-03 2,037F03 1:647E:03:7,8045L-0. -e931.3..8300-03 2*67-03 0 210..0103940 .03 06F04'5 6 ?'2910.033 1 566 00B2 1.71- 32,013 2,5070.0 2 582E.ot 2 801E.06 
K. 0 lNtF.AtPY ERRORR (I=Onwo 3800L4OBJO 
3 2 10 
2 :~	963 -07.2, 4OcE:.0 210.,010 -,1103296 .03.051-03 9,3721.00-5.395F.03 
2 2 6 E80.3 *1071.0N-2.2560.03 I,56203, 9031.03 5,342E.03A70oo 5 0910-002.2391 .3. 
SI 1-31. ao-30-3.032 *081.0-3002.0.2513 -1,:53.0 3 8031.04.5 *7900-03 
4 B0382..33.31,oqaO03 I ?7tE -03 0* 311 .04 2.000.03 3' 0441-06 0.3311-03-2 8621.03 9,02S1 .03 
6 2,639003 5 71.02 40490F.03 3.2003 2.0601 .03 0.7620.04.7.382E0 7 0361.03-9.9500-03 
6 2, 2q?E..01.3, 73F03.3 0511.03- 3,2760-03 5,60)9O.00. *0335-04-7.*7606-03- 2.9731.03.9.9860.03 7 8 600 1061.00 2:*5761-03 4,1054E-03-72.21.8,32 20.32 050E.03.. 0321.03.2.330 F .0 
75%F-ol 9.p200.00 I 3-uE-03-5,:920.80 i:6100.05.3:0731.03 7.6090.03., 309E.03 9:00.51.03 
I 1 08-O 0. 2110 12.3085 ."" 253E-04 1 BE 0,2600.03 2.9403032000 
10 8971.00.2 6Sp0.oo04 Dsor. 03 2 .2000 -01.2,o91L.03 a30301.03-3 * 05103 0.201.03.33,271F-037 
Figure 1.2- Continued 
STEP N41104141P0 0 111 - '0 6$S'"o OT: 3 733A7E.O 0190 0.boo) l,p$ 

P,1 *AOO,,LIO (V14Ttkp'-rI, T'FYT tlu pePIVIOiAL ft'4LE, PHI 1K)4 PAnbAL DISTANCE, (1))
 
q(,0 V40 v I rlhknl Jz:rl1 
I p 4 .6749I 
I , 88b-POh 6 1 Isr.,6 0, 396r - I0 2P-5t-O 6 221E'06 1 1 88-06 Noll IE'06 . 033f-06 * 9 1 bf.-O I OP7t -0- I .OPE -no 
2 61050t-Ob heth F-3b b ooF 0. lOP-Oh R j3vF'Oo vl7t-Ob 5,90 E-O .Ob0.0h 1S: 90p-ft 027L-:% 1:027-06 
3 6,R55E-06 ; oAF .46 6 01F : 597TE-fo *4 0001.0A 5 9bq 3O-O 9009067n& Son 0Go. 5 0-06 1oD7b*T021900 
F Ob b 
5 1739-06 5 20F..)b S 3P2.)t 5, 'iq7-(t ),512E-06 5.5 oF06 5,604E006 5 7509'0b 5ESt Nt :2710. I.027En4 5679 -Ot 5 *40 6 5 /I.I . 5 7 IF -f.n .760-Ob 4 76UL-0a9 5,808F-06 , 799E-06 5 8238-0, IoP7E-06 I .027E-06 
, 75i1-06 t- * 00qEfl06 4.S b 50406-Ob S 5.58-0 1.07L-06 1,0218-06~,ao~~6RFn ool 5. (209.06 38 6061.0h .b 
7 47-0,0I9O4 70ft 604 .81-E 5 040.06 5,164F-06 5,6;36E-06 5.3 91:,160: l27F:Og 1.0?78-06 
8 602E-O 3 AAoP.Ob 4 0448O-o 4 ('*0.04 ,h,d0l.Ob4 O -06 U*984E06 5 121E.06 5 606F6 IF276 I?7F-b 
OS . 3 ,1PF .A6 3 500.4f, 0 /?98-Pb6 ,o65E-gt Ni ?21E-.06 0,7039-06 0477b8. 06 5.6868-06i 1,027F-'06 1. 027E.068
 
781F.06 3 o0-Fc 3 0 0.005E.06 .81 9E-06 I 

t a81-56 108. 2 l6bp8 . I0 . 3,3 018.06 1 OZE0 1 9,01106 flbt.b II 57 

10 0O06 b 3.3651-06 6970o 01'E.06 4.873E.06 1.027E-06 027E.06 
te I8o 4 * 06f -6* WE0614. 0).bI­
22,389r-06 I, 659914 .06 2, 3061b-00 2,0429.0 3.2,55E-06 3,542E-06 4.486E.0,6 4.514E9-0% 1* 076-. 1, 027E-06 
13 IAS.406 I pr..9., 1 0F -06 1 065E.h 2.2579-0b 2.625E-06 3.190.04 0177E-0b 0,32b6-O 1027e-0b 1,027E-06 
t0 06-F8-06 Il ?79.qb I (111F.O 1,725E-06 1.997E." 2 620.Ob 906E.06 3 1q6-06 .248F6 I.027E-0Q 1.027E-062 04* 
45 9 o Wf? I 10F.2 I '6.1.h 1,557E-0h 1.803E-0b ? 28F-0. 2.b69E06 3 678E.06 *.30RE-0o 1.027t-06 1.027E-Ob 
U VAOXAOLCS 00OLAR-A08LF, THETA (1)? NFOIOIONAL ANGLE* P"I (K)1 RDI0AL 01$TANCL, (J)) 
U VAR ft I 0 1.006 J0.0 h1-1h* 
I p 0 5 6 7 8 9 to It 
I 0'IA6EP-I 191F.03 1.07hr.o' 7,7;]EA3 1,09bF+0 1.103F+04 1,257E+04 4,2851+Oa J.535r0*g go 0 
a 2$PB.0 p 000,00 3 7WA , 3.12n1.0u 3.5b0EU'* 3 3409*00 3,434F+O043.2526L,04 3.41140 U. 0. 
t
 
a 06629,00os 0oof'r S uRnF+D2 17IE0'i q809. i 5,a94Ft04 5 040 5 6461t04 5 740E+04 0, 0.
 
90990 7,O~q8 0 7 087+,0 7.04E+04 7.2811+00 7,457E,04 7.,gE.0 7.7661,00 7.933r+04 0. 0.
 
5 8 2001,oM 8,038E00 A94.380,0 0,675E*00 087. 00 b.4618*00 9.276E+040 4 658*04 ,7711,o 0, 0,

6 Ifi7lE+04 0 72uE9,9 9 82aE+0 q90,99E+00 1,00bE+05 1.045E05 1,02,F*05 1,1661.+5 4.0788+06 0, 0,
 
5 I 036,055 .I0o5E.05 E 0.
7 10321E 1 OoFoO ,09 ,85E.05 I 112F.05 0.10 1905 .50805 1.126F-05 0. 

a I 074904. 1 1.062E005 I 207E+05 1.17f+09 0.
I o7iE.P 0901C,5 I V'QE fl 12.3F.5 1.1858.05 0,
 
Q 0oE-OS I b028,95I 081E.05 2,0FSL.09 1.134E005 I1105 d3 bE+05 1.2118,05 1.327E+5 u, 0.
 
to rR6.E+00 t., S l. 1.071F+D$ 1.213F,05 ..
l,70t o'q 5 1i5o405 l.31905 |266E+*5 1.27or+os 0.
 
I 0 056E40 8 R09F8oa9 g9%F+ou .OI0 +15 1.057E+05 I 11zE+05 1.164+05 [,273E+05 1.219C.05 U, 0,
 




13 71O1+04 o.sojc,00 6 7'71.oE 8,229,0I. 6.7569+00 4,b66,0 1,0209,05 1,176F+05 1.133F,09 0. 0O
 
14 I221, 5,5070*00 5.0008+00 7 *O005.0 7,8879 *0 4 O0 9.6891+00 1.089E905 6*
040 A138E05 0
 
15 3 78 11*005 2 64.07E+0 7,160E+00 8 825E104 930E+0a I.0ROE,05 .0b78+09 0, 0.
bbE+0 	 , 

V VARIA61IS (pnLAb.-irLE, rHF18 (W; 810.)0hAL NGLE, PHZ (K), RADOAL DISTANCE, (W)2
 
V VAR H: I (I.POWl J,6 IMP1) 
I p 1 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 itI -U' 66E03 7 7'hF+03-9 9h79,3-2.21470,03 9,680402 9.050F+02 h bf08o+ 1 017F,03 4.52.F 2 0, 0, 
2 -6'886E+03 InoF+04 I 37 1,+03 4 O33+0S 3 0ISE050 3 636E03 3.8-6E03 3 301E#03 3.395E.03 0, 0,
 
7,AS.7E+3o'oF,63.OE.63 5.158E+01 b.036E+03 5T1738+03 94369,o 255E,0 5,0is9503 0. 0.
 
fi 1;81+018o,.404' 5 QgnI+Al c,,7656+03 6 16S0,03 6,514E*03 7.368E+01 7,413ko3 8.754E,09 0, 0.
 S 	 .0 79E+05 I ,ooF+Do0 8 q6;8+o3 1,0921u,00 7E+03 8 5011+03 9.069E,03 O.N4*903 I.0'98.Oo 0. 0.
 
6 715t I F+O !05:1 04 1.1boE:O 1,183F+04 .188,0+o 1.166$ E 0 .721,O0 I.oRSr+og 0. j,

7 1 15E+04 3hoF+OU1 ?F0A
 
g :W441 366F,404 6052P9OR9.S8QE1,42.02E+04 1.2P98*0* 0, 0. 8 I;5088,04 I 6+1OE+04I 5407 U25679,00 4 558E900 I b4E.00 1.733E04 1,7?2E200 1805F40o 0. 0, 
SI 722Efl 1,912F+04 I 7elE10* I,805E,0Q 1,774E9,01.'N62+0Q Z.0061,08 ieqA9k+04 2.2201,04 0, go
 
In 2 0IOE+OP oq9, 04 2 0b1,,0 24IOFt0* 2 19E+04 2 O08F+0 2,107E 00 2,1261404 2.155F+04 0, 0.
 
Is 1000o0*o 97o02E44 A21F+1 2,[Bt49,' 24,bE+00 2 478F+04 2,193F+0 24 E+00 2 364F04 0,
I 	 0, 
12 i1037*0 I 610F+19 I 70F,00 2 0E+00 ?#136F+04 210 2.288f+04 2.747E+04 2 913F04 0, 0,
 
33 0 I,0750+00 0011+00 1.9101,40 1.0601,0* 2I 0461,04 2I0361,00 3.80.0oo (3A
 
14 5 3001L43 k,14R.944% Z9f00~0'Io E4'.9o1.0309,90E. 2.0aIE,0 o'"E R 4315 3,09990 0.2.54,1 0,
 
IS 30'301F3 0RA60,03 I 2664 1.516E,04 1,97oE104 p 503FOa ,7gl1+EOg 3 506E+04 3 799F+04 o 0
t
 
Figure 12 - Continued
 
W VARTABIES (PVLAF.-,JLE, IIhET () 41TONAI ANGLE, PHI (MI0 RADIAL DISTANCE (J)) 
W VAR K- I (ICROTO IcCOLUN) 
i 2 1 ' b 7 8 9 to II 
I : 7611oa4 8 h9c,,0 2 167r*fl l3+0 2.6291E*F0 O 0,O7+ 0 b0Fr,0156 l Xl*OO 3.291+,05 3,?PQOF05777HE I 3ubf,00 
2 4,734t+03 I 3Foo4 a bA;t 0o 7? r 3,309 5I0, .70,O ,025IRE05 6.7,90,00 1,4a+051.,8761.08 3,2.8f.05 
3 0 . 2 7oF rn 2,960,lt 1,0r :.O0 4,1514F.0, I 3F*O04 53,30E0 6901 *0 7200,00 3t290b*05 3,498E05I7E[

00 2 qq+b940+ 2' 9F , 14 n,07810 7,0E+04 7 37E04 8 ??8140
0 ,0 00 5,6535,lh0 4 3e2qE05 3j2QbE605 
5 6 590, 00 C 0 0, 10 8,8A4E.04 0,7?50*00 3.298F.05 3,298+05 
6biSl 7 PP3F, 7 77.E*OO A 3221+04 ,l,83,040,331.0I 1501E.05 1 0.7+05 1,l?01*OS 3.296E+05 3,,E,05 
7 8'I27E.05 q ?,.6004 90 o-cF~fl 1,014t.61 1,176E.04 $.127E*05 1.10CE.05 I ,'211,051.339F+05 3.248E,05 3,298E.05 
g I'126E605 I 6OF,0S I 107+05,1,PiE05 I,260.5 0 328E+05 1,0o9E.05 10U35E.05 1.039ES05 3.298,E05 3.298E05
372 + o.F 5 3Dl705 j,0741#O 1,419F405 ,512E*05 I5 0.593005 3.2981,05 3,290105 
i10 .6760o5 I A101*05 I o7;F~rg 1.6061,05 1,631E,05 1 054E+05 1:113E*05 1.7, 1,S 1,8 7F04053,298E+05 3,2981405 997El2+05 ~ t,7071.05 1 066E+05 .811,0 2.003105 J2-8E.05 3,2981*oJ l,6o1,60. 1.811E05 1,8221,05 9 3
 
q206,0 2,,1 9F.05 2.07h.O0 1,9,3t+O5 2,003E+05 h, 0E15 OSz.o10 1.125E.05 2 130E. ,5 3,298F-05 3,298E.05
I 

13 2 o01+ , P4E05529E0 2,910 2.056E.05 2,10.E,05 ?2 BO5 2S. 05 I,910
I7p0 0 P 2061,05 z,210 ,298E+05
 
20 2.2271+05 2.1601*05 2.210C.5 2,05 52210 3.900 .910
357F,05 2,1,+05 i.20i0+05 2,227E1+05 

IS 2 41OS 2 6F405 2 30F+D52 68F405 2,289L05 2.226E.05 ?,277E.05 2.194E+05 2 310F.05 3.296E 05 3,298E*05
 
FNr VARIBIES (POLAR.A riE, TIETA (1), MERIDIONAL ANGLE, PHI (MI;RADIAL DISTANCE, (M)
 
FNG VAR Km I fl=RDR1 JoCOLUMN)
 
1 2 5 6 7 6 9 to iI
 
I V'910+10 0 100E.10 4A05FVto V.076E,), 4,0051,Io 4,03eE10 QtujbLtIQ 4000001,1 3.4740+10 1,9a2E,09 1.942E*09
 
4 01+10 4nl,~o J5610
a H,023,0 4.00*0 o 031o 3,990*10 I,99110 .50F10 3,9501Elg 3p8 .9 21+00 1.9.2E.09 
3 983f+0 1 ' 3 E+1 3,805F.10 1.q4E 09 1.942E09
3 OCIFIo 330 5 382 E10 
0 3'8610.10 3,854E.10 3 P2AF000 3,610L.10 3,760E10 3,755E,1 3.709E,10 3 659E+10 3,613E+10 1942E+09 1.42E09 
, 3'764E1l 3 7 5F,10 3*70j5+o A 661E+te 3l62o120 3,58E*10 3,538E10 3.483E.10 41F-0 1,9021+09 1,92E.09 
6 3'585E 10 3,557E+0 3.5?01,1o 3 92E.10 3A3e61, 39E.140 3,3291*E0 3292E120 3.178F10 ,Q92E.091,942E.09
8
 
7 3'414E-1O 3 1780F10 3 34,E+* 3,304E.10 3 +
3,204E.10 3j 0 3.t0*O 3,064E10 2.921+lO 1,942E+O9 1,942E.09 
3?l8110 3 5qF+0, 3 )5E01O 1,018L+t0 3,036E10 Z 96IE+lO 2,909E+10 2 813E.10 2.744E10 1,942E+09 1.9U+09 
9 22,911E.10 2 q5of*o 2:891E*0 2,863El0 2.765100 2,7PS22 0 2,0 2,5581420 1,94E+09 194 4099
 
741(0,102 ,1,92LI0
:0 2 33F. PpF~i0 2,SISE.IO 2 452E10 2.311E10 Iqq2E+09
, 2.708+20 ?,660E.10 ?,591E1,0 

II l,"39,E 2,906F,10 ? 52pE10 2.41E1,1o 2,78E1I0 ?, 0E0 2,3361410 2,307E,o 2 1A7E,10 1,942E409 1,942E+09
 
2 2 2321420 2,?p9tE10 2.319Fto P,3791 0 ?,31 RE1 o P2$ T1O 2,18E. 2.211E10 1.9081,10 1942E+09 l402E*09
 
13 2',,E~lo 2 joE+Io 2 17E00 2,28E(10 2,191E.10 2,226E110 2,078E110 2.081E.10 10.006EO 1,:92E+09 1,942E+09
 
1O 2t0101410 2 o0QFl0 2.o4oE io itE. O 2064E.10 2.11010 1969E 10 1.973E+10 1.693F.10 1.942E+09 1.942E+09
 
I ' I 9AO1,o I 970 1,983002 032E 0 1:890E10 1,902E*10 1.620E10 1,942E.09 1,942E+09
I'931E+I0 E+,o a.038E10 

PRE1 VARIABLES (POL-I-A E, THFTA (0)1 HERIDI "AL ANGLE, PHI (K) RADIAL DISTANCE, (J))
 
PRES VAR K I (IRO. JCOILUHN)
 
I ? 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
 
I 9'5921+00 I EOIE0.05 ,
I 03S05 1.012E05 1,0071E05 9,907E9E*O19.6E1*E09,661  0 9.40E,.04 7,97E*02 7,978E+09
0
 
2 9'TS7151 WF.o105 9 97 17.049.*8770*00 9.ao00,' 9*7331,04 9.479E+*04 9 sq0EOo 8, .27E0 7.*978E+02 7 9714 02 
I 93290400 9 'o7Et04 9, 0q7.o0 9,010 +0 9.3$5E,00 9,292E0 9,2274EOa 9t0201*00 9,Ohlfr00 7,978E+02 7,97E02S8 SE+04 8,7071EO 6.740.00 0 719L,04 8,709E,00 0.6600E 0.606E04 6,450E10a 8,017+04 7,978E02 79TE02 
5 7,789.04 7,8QFO 960.o 7.91E+0 0,OlEOo 8,27E+0 8,002E00 8 0111+04 7,956E04 1,978E.02 7T978E*02A A6E+a0 6,922E+ 77 013F+04 7 12050 7,175E104 7 o0*0' 76E891 00 7,0861Oo 7.0651*00 7,9761-02 7,978E.02 
66310 5,0561,00 S 98;E,04 6,130E,0A 6,209E.04 6.0220,0 6.031+ 6.165E,04 6.307E.4 ,0*2798*0 
a 4 58E*o a 960+ OU 4a9LOO 5.171E*A, 5.4OoE+o S49EO 5,7q8E oo 5 762L.04 64.65F20 7.97B£-02 7,976F+02 
9 ,613E+%0 I 8SF+04 0 10,F 0 0 312+04 a,056EO 4.66-E0 5.207E+04 4.8-3E*04 5,871TE.0 7.978F*02 7,978E.02 
10 ,719E04 3,0l53F 3.356E.0o 3,6331*00 3,93E0 4 "80,00 4,a0SFo551.04. 4,160E0Ou 7,978E+02 7.978E02 
II ,777E00 2.0500 04 2 2,8871,04 3.716E+0u 3,763F*o0 7,978E+O70;1,0o 3,1331+00 3,596r+00 3E,00 7,978E*02
82 I 2a0E. I 0+00I SlFl0& 2,231E404 2,051+E00 3.012+040 3.100E+0 3 9670*04 3.57-1.04 7,978402 7,9T8+02 
03 98791,03 1 60,09 I 391E054 I 799E404 jt970E 2,S151*00 2,52E00 3,o08E 3,16E40u 7,978E+04 7.978E02,50 oo 
I8 570+n03 I 0IF+0 I ISF+l 1.457E*09 Ibq0E4 2,17E+04 2,2801*00 3 00IE+OU ?,876F-0- 7.978oE02 7,970M.02 
15 7 274E+03 8 862E,03 lOPE,50 2,269E40. 1.031L+,0 I 853E04 2,026F+00 2 761E#04 2,79Q0E1.00,9781402 7,970E#O 
Figure 12 - Continued
 
HACH.VAOI&0IlEl (f0'0AP-A''rLF, Th* (1);. H70RJI L AOICIS. P*0 CR)l R0ADIALoISTANt5, (Al 
MACHO He I dRO 50~7VAR (IZ06 
I p '2567 0 52
 
I ?,5720.. 7.710F.02 I 7"F-01 I ?61f-01 03E-01 2.345F-01 2,686E-01 3 2SE.2 3.Sq7F-og 1.000E.01 1,000E 01
 
? '2774E-01 2,9205-01 P.0092 01 2.60867.0 3,2b61.01 j,453-0 3.924-02 0 133E. 0 5.26lF-G 1,00F1.01 ,00*+01
 
3 3,2F25.0 3 77;t0.0I .. 1 .2 0 o,?02F. AlU637-0l0 926-01 5.307O-02 
 6.060b-ni I 1000F*0 
,-1,,Oo-.o1 s.0o&r c, 5 AIoOC.2 74o 
5 606.02 I,OOO .00,0 
Q b oAOES-0 i 7*0065-00 7 $105.01 0.0505.00j i.0005,0I 0.0005,02
 
S6 8 I-A.0o /.5720-02 7.9.3E-0I A 334-01 A,A~fF.02 9,3205.01 9 9Q2E-0I 0*0005oIll 1000L.02
 3.e[O09F:D026,8025.02 7 16 320 02 775l,OA4hS.0 9,33L.-01 q 7 1F.OI 1O.Obr40 1,054E.!0 64200E.00.29550F 1.0005,01 lo00E+Ol
 
7 0,829t-0I I fl255+00I 011,n 1 1,138E+00 I I91*6 .tt00 I01.372F.04 l,0005.OI 1.060E#01
087k#60 [,por+oo 

A ,127000 ,,103F+00 I 2?o5,I0 2,Z60l:+06 .30D0.00 I 3765,00 1,4135+00 I,5005.00 I 5765*00 1.000E.01 1.000E,01
 
0 loIE+o : Iqor,0o .,5,~O 2.025L.o..+00 IS.C 1,Q005.0; .0+0
533E.00 1,595F,000 1;710E+00 1.742F.00 2 

00 i'5065,oo 0.0620+00 I 56A65+00 1.584E40. I.627E+00 
 2133E0,00 	 2,0005
2.6025,00 0.7075*00 196E.020501 :I.O+01
 
II ,00)5+00 1,7W05t0 1,77p5,00 1,748F 0o j.7V'491.0I ,400+. 	 2.0005*022.O 1050 2,902E+00 a.2025*00 F.0.02 
122 00+00 Q05,00 I.96Oo IVOO "a09502.9625+00 I.9405+06 p,V655,00 2 066E+00 2,3505.00 I,0000*1 I2.000+0 
23 	g ise*oo p,tlSFOO p5,Of o Z 03E+00 2.0061,0 2.059E+00 2.180,00 2 I035,00O2,5005,00 2.0005.01 I2OO005.02 
"2s 2 Z!10+00 a.2655400 2.205F+00 2.2025*06 .310F+00 a3'I E 0 20F+00 1,O.00040 2,0005,002,9+, 2,?32F.0
25 	 2 30+00 00 2 2 F4 0 2 2385+00 2*8E+00 2 257E00 2*394E.00 2:3 97E00 2:7205tno I O0000 2,00+O0 
PH VARIABIES fPOLAF.AMGLE. TPETA (I); MERIVIONAL ANGLFr PHI (K), RADIAL DI8TANCL, (0)0 
RHO VAR No 2 ;,RnOw, I=COLUMN)
 
1 2 0 5 6 7 8 9 20 II
 
6'19706 S.9*tgFOb6 6 E.06 6 150F5Oh 6 9269 6.16106E- 6.122E-06 6 009F.06 5,925-06 10275'b 2,027.EO 
2 6'097E-06 6 0naq.06 h.I0oE.06 6 I)P75Ob 6.2122-06 6.098E0 50984t't06 6,063E.6 5,562E.06 *,0 7-06 1,027E06
 
5,903 5,963'.06 007-0,o 0065-06 5.992.0. 5.965E-06 5: 983E06 5 881E.6 5.953E-06 1,027F-06 1*027E-06
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Figure 13.- Shock stand-off distance 
D = 10, a-= 300, ZFOCNL = 7. 
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Figure 14.- Magnitude of maximum energy 
error, M. = 10, a = 30°,ZFOCNL = 7. 
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Figure 16.- Energy error count
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Figure 16.- Shock shape in symmetry plane. 
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Figure 17.- Mach number distribution at the shock
 

























Figure 18.- Shock x-coordinates at exit boundary
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Figure 21.- Energy error count. 
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Figure 22.- Shock shape in symmetry plane. 
M = 10, a = 300, ZFOCNL = 5. 
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Figure 23.- Mach number distribution at shock 
M = 10, a = 300, ZFOCNL = 5, 
























Figure 24.- Shock x-coordinates at exit 
boundary in symmetry plane, M0, = 10, 
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10 3. 2686*.j= Z, 3 IAS2 k h2±&2,PQ Z k±AR.,3a&U8*ktzZii5l#9tpZz~IE -2.3j±2.z±42± -, .843k+-*02kLA 0k±
 
30-40,0402-6.9290+01 2i.701E+O 1.400E.01 5.2446+01 0.144E+01' 9.283E.01

~-3.305E.02 -3.89E.Zr, ~+L~.b602o -0388 
-1088*2 .77601-25111+01 1.989 2801 4.396E+01 9.522E.01 
2 A.,2+0 0.74±9 8+?.305, -1tooto, -,9Eooo0n -,454P062 tZ.16662r3.8fL6+0tZJ..flhEflt.1.25+0 -3. 

2.0711402 -6.506E.01 -2.249E.01 1.989E+01 0.1 .6~9~~4E.019.762E.01
 
Fiq.re 25 - Contitrnt 
I 
Al:4 Al I1CttL FAL 
041 -9 73C6441 -18,92.t32 -1.217L.02 -l.Zqu0LtC21 22±6402 0 
6,5,0.Z612'3. -,.4tx S XL4so X33bj&kJ'3.. ,7L b65+L013 
E.+01 -O tLt*Cl -1,109.t31 -. ! oE+4 12610 -1 23,k.02 
2- t+1 7 2 'L"' ­
-3t4lt4 5+01 IJ620 t . E +0 1h , - 1t1t±.11 54160 j0 a~Q~O.l09 
-a 1I 1 4531L,01 7 ,OtSE '1 .. 2,4142
 
4 *01 7 02L4*01 64 052Et01 E +0,14 4
 
6 40. 132GC+1C1 1;216* , , F48t2C; 1 267' +02 -1. 1 
1E 40 1 1O7&A W0 42. +30 L.Zk +k91..i.2DEl+ QL.. 
L+401 -9 162 1401 -1 432* -T zC641l -1 260.402 -1 255"02 0 
5 01 7 Ool4, _ 044 .6,845140 5 937E4J 3 4.*77JL+OU. 3fl 95 , Ufi26Ej - 1 1i1 +00 -1 119i±0I -a, 9092+01 
E,*Ol -) 3400*0 -, 10h3Z -1.2606.02 -. 239640,2 -1 2671+32 
6 +01 8 1tYL,3l 774E+0i 7O34O01, o.1.bi+01 4 ~AIJ40±ttk2D.W6L4~f±li.I&O7i 
7, 28bh+, ,771+& .60 
7 +01 8 40k."3 7 9'A+46 1ZI0 +26' 0'"W"t 5A2a& &TS 92±1L"l4c-±92t2Al10
 
Itt- ,51C1--194,+Oe-l- 312E+2- 102 2 1290.t402
 
a 401 0,.146E402 8 1t4E+01 7 423E1]. 11o41 . 3*l 
 36410 .91 JjZ4liiiltzb.MYhI±Q.Lh d194ED-... 
U~~t.qgT I-1 *211002 . X28 5*02 -1 3336402 1 3016+02 
+0 6.01-0 3b4+03 7.&16b1+,b 569E+S1 5.252.401_ 3 71+ 1977140I 1, 229n.10 ±QA6iS*1
1+11 -9 * 50+01 -1 * 223,02 -1- 2432+02 1* 361+02Z- 512.+02
 
10 b40 9. 1,2E4.1. 8*J4E±1 .. 888 01 e 7270+01 -5.3706401 r3 773E.01 2 0160 125200­
7 ' 4CC-1.CfUE+02 -1 24540 -1.3 91f+02 -1.3591+02 -1.32 +.
 
8 0012401 6.*085E+01 5, 48020 '05!~.A!±1 1.272 E!194 963g±91. :4.,0Opt9L..13 1 +01 9.36L1*316 8242401 
14tb11TET-1.1.335E+02 
- -RtA - AOf A N-EL-FC 
7 a I 10b 6 
12 11 L4 15 1 17
 





-1 0152 +02 -9.*7421+11 -8 3630+0 -6 135+01 3 569E+01 -1 144:+0l
 
_2_-~140 -2 028E+01 -3 36J± z4,4l 82i ~S ±~lkED:dlts~±tt.2i±Ld.OEQ.
 




4-7 22L4E±00 ±o,12EZQL -35410±fl --jfQI.
 
-1j. 0712*02 - 1E5102 -8 75 E.01 -6,3741+0, -3 6831+01 -1,1 76E-01
 
-1.0121402 -1.00ak+V2 4, 6252401 -0 295E401 -3 6456+01 
-1 .004402 -1 +H0 -8 86-61*02 -6 454 i-al -3.*72 l*01 -l 1 87E+01 
-. 86+2-1 0591+02 -9 0172+01 -6.534E+01 -3.*7592401 -1 198E+04 
k '1 .OGF07S40'.QU03EtOZ-1.a.09±0 ~ 
-J-7-IAQE+QO -2 36E0- l-f.-~AEO ,4911b2tQ2. 4z 00 
-4 0126+01 -5. 523t+j1 -6.911W+01 -. 00±LEP+0 :4IOt9BZL+EztllO ll+EO 
-1 11402(T =- 0931462 -9.21U72+016 6*94L+61 -3 C361+01 -1 Z19t+01
-8 -8.13,.+00 -2.430*3 
-1163E+02 -1 1100462 -9 409E+01 -6,774E+01 -3 8746401 -1.23&E.01 
-.1.1820402 -1 127E+62 -9.>39201 -. 6 53E+01 -3. 912Et01 -1 240E+01 
1 6 1 
-2.*631E-140 -it3 ~ .. SlfI2A~o8hf±i&h7f1ZAl2~lZs&±0-tl~~-JAhl,11 00016 C 
t~z120012. 144+02-6. 9336.01 -3 950E+01 -1 251E+01 
S Figure 25 - Ceetinuled 
11 
ftfP 36C CI1HEItA 4.C L. ' iITA 67 1.7 02 --
--SHOCK AAXiS
 
'20~MAES-0 I t . ?2 9 *( b.~L 319 .02 2 4a02 - 2.60:42 2.64t 4J2e ... 5E0 .860 




-. i4..OE.Ut2 1 4?bt.02 I .27E.O4 I.. o18642 I 7j3E.4 1d228402 .s?4L.26 c960

- 2406 +O ,1142 2,262F.02e2, 15t+02 2*5776+02 2,oOE.OZ 2.617.OZ- 2.619E+02 2.619e+02 
STEP 31 DTHETA 27b.t6 L Oc THETA d.26o DG. 
SHOCK RAOIUS
 
2.024+02 2. 2432+02 2 099E402 2. l94t-02 228 +o2 2. 462 2-.8~74027 2.8720.2 3.089".02f32 E6WT0 55W4602
.h43E+CZ . 194Et02 -. 59_2E02 4.90E+02 
_334402 b..56502 5.6186.02 
-b- -BOv RDIUS ... .. ..
 
;45402 1 477L.CZ 1,*692 I32be16402 1,754E402 1.92 0E+02 2 * aloE+02 2. 4Z2+ 2_ 0)Eg -- a .~z
 
- .43t6+C2 2 55t'02 T2_.Zzr+OZ _2.654E.402 -2.66,E+0T2_ z.ign;7ai~r~br -D- .P 22024
 
FLOW_VARIABLETSNADV EOLALS 31 
12 13 14 15 16 17 1' 
6.863E-07 4,58E-07 3.113E-07 2*350E-07 2.068E-07 2*336E-0 
0.224E-07 6.124E-0? 4,586-07 3.472,-07 2.924E-37 2 917E-07 
4 
9.74,E-07 7.323E-0? 5.14BE-07 4.302E-0? 3.578E-07 3.Z79E-074.592E-06 4.573E-06 4.8202-06 4.445E-06 _4 31Z0g6 _Akf-­
1.ECOE-06 9 34E2-07 7.2306-07 607071E-074.677E-07 4,379L-07 
.... L4 0?D~~G5L . . flE 6kk4AZEka..S.M1_0..j536D , ,flltr 3sDE1 436E-06 1.376E-06 9.443E-07 7.704E-07 6.517E-07 5.669E-07 2.J1Ez-06 .2.nqtX06 .&9~ . R ±6. 
1.784E-Ot 1.494E-06 







? 195E-07 8.009E-07 
~ ns.?305* 
1.323E-06 1.168t-06 
b~~n 3.013At=06 .. Z1O..2E0 
9 2 8936-O6 2.607E-065.*4152-0 64508E-O 
3.725E-Ob 3 398E-0 
Z.316E'065WO 
3.148E-06 
2.087E-06 1.889E-06 1.733h-06J1 L~jl~9.J1lfl.di~..sl~l
2.013E-U6 Z.709E-06 2.540E-06 4A402E-0 4L.8lFliO6_AsflPPl .. 
1.0276-06 1.027E-0b 1.027E-06 1.027E-06 1.027E 6 1.02-2 .. 
1.0272-06 1.027E-06 1.027-06 1.0ZL-06 1.027E-06* 1.027E-56 
Fig.e 25 - Concluded 
CODES
RESULTS &F INTEFACL PFTEEN PLL4U BODY 

AND STREAMLINE PETRIC PROGRAM
 
UNSIEADY bLU'T-8OLY TAPE REAL. 16 STATIUNS ON IT.
 
STEADY bLUNT-BOLY TAPE READ. 4 STATIONS ON IT. 
TOTAL NO. OF STATIONS * 19 


































































ERROR IN BODY SURFACE DATA.STATION 
 .384 ISREGARDED
 
Figure 26 - Selected sample output from interface program
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Z-STATION 4. 2 Z .7?S 
in I 
K P P.ESSLt0 UEbITY U-VEL V-VEt ,-VEL 
1 0. * 4632E4CZ 1.1370E-05 1.Ob2AE+03 9.4574E+02 0. 
2 1 12506+01 3.9427E40Z 1.1329E-0, 1.2591E+03 1.1037E+03 2.QaBSE+02 
-3 2.25CE231 I t431E G2 1.07,t05 1.3b12E+03 1.22JIEe03 1.4072E+3 
4 3.3750E+01 1.719IF+C2 I1C447t-C5 I.O035E+03 1.4382E+03 I 7790E+03 
5 4.50O0E+31 1.-546E-02 4 7324E-06 1.67'7E+03 1.52e5E+03 2.4438E+03 
6 5.6250t4J1 13641902 .b215-06 l.b375E403 1.7077F+03 2.89o3E+03 
7 o.756CE+01 1.1687E402 7 v39BE-06 2.1802 -03 2.0614E+03 3.2991E03 

























































17 1.8O00E+02 2 0b292+O1 2.2355E-06 5.532QE03 5.2650E+03 1.7975E-05 
K Phi Cu2 C02 CNO CO CN 
1 0. 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
2 1.1250E+01 7 2813E-03 2.7,77E-02 0. 0. 0. 
3 2.2500E+01 7.2613E-C3 2.7277E-02 0. 0. .. 
4 3.375CE+01 7.2o132-03 2.7377t-02 0. 0. 0. 
5 4.5000E01 7.,b3E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
6 5.6250e+01 7 2613E-03 Z.7377E-C2 0. 0. 0. 
7 6.750UE+01 7.o613E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
a 7.8750E.01 7.2813F-03 2.7377E-C2 0. 0. 0. 
9 9.000 +Ol 7.2613E-03 2.7377Z-02 0. 0. 0. 
10 1.0125E402 7.213E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
11 1.1250E02 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
12 1.2375E02 7.2813t-03 2.7377F-02 0. 0. 0. 















16 1 6875E402 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
17 1.80OEG2 7.2813E-C3 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
J-2 
K PHI PRESStIPE DENSITY U-VEL V-VEL -VEL 
1 0. 1.S562E+02 1.1485E-05 1.3964E+03 V.7818E+02 0. 















5 4.50GLE+01 1,5612E402 9.6555E-06 1,8499E+03 1,454 +03 2,4944 +03 
6 5.6250E+01 1.3744E+C2 9.0062E-06 2 0536E+03 1.7604E+03 2.9827E+03 
7 6.7500E+01 1.lb74E+02 6.1529E-06 .34e5E+03 2.0829E+03 3.3462E+C3 
e 7.8750E+31 9.q379E401 7.2164E-06 2,6944E+03 2.4633E+03 3 632OE+03 
9 0.OOOOE+01 8.1130E+01 b.2&j5E-06 3.1062L+03 2.9458E+03 3.7762E+C3 















13 1.3500E+02 3.5759E+01 3.5713E-06 4.7543E+03 4.6913E+03 2.83562+03 
14 1.4625E-02 3.0722E+01 3.2141E-06 5.0969E+03 4.9848E+03 2.2413E+03 
15 1.57 CE402 2.4814E+01 2 7354E-06 5.4319E+03 5.2C60E+03 1.6534 +03 





ESSLR' CtKSITY U-VL ,-VFL W-VEL 
1 ,. ±.duY3E+C2 1.13,6c-5 .3173r+
0 3 8.odatE+D2 3.
 
2 1IZIt5:+u± 1.7411E+ZZ 1.lao4E-u5 3.32'bE+03 8.7407T+C2 d.b9.7E+02
 
3 2 25OuEO 1,73O1FiC2 1.. 37.05 3.3711%+03 1.04,E+03 t.lZotEtCa
 2
 
4 .47±.0O0 1 *.c52 5SCe 121v7E-45 .4o6 +03 1.3133E403 2.5341E+C3
 
5 '1 JCC' 1 402E+C0 1o1130L-)5 3.580AE+03 1.7049E+03 3 222dEG3
 
6 b.62.OJ L.4u7&t02 1.C72'-0 3.7o02E03 2.1720E+03 3.7713E+G3
 
7 b.7?sLC.0. 1.2713E4u2 I Gt~OF-)5 3 9500'+03 2.7?btE+03 4.1863E03
 
8 7..l5tt+Jl ldZ&4E4C2 l.C43E-.5 A,17C6t+03 3.3144E+03 4.4235 + 3
 
9 9.3(GL+0I 9.77224+1 I.0144-C 4.4d76Z+03 3.9686E+03 4.5013E+03
 
10 1.J125E402 8 2eA3E401 9.71442-06 4.7Y7'E+03 4.6317E+03 4.3725E+G3
 
11 1.12%u +O2 I,.C484E01 S.2333'-06 o.37052+03 5.2eO9E+D3 4.06bOEC3
 
12 1.27ttj2 b.e,4CE4C± 8 4,'2-o 3.3536E+03 5.b06E+G3 3.5898E03
 
13 1.35OCt+C2 b.2i47t-C6 b.1312+03 2.95b60*03
6 5691f+ 1 5.34191+03 
14 1,.t25E*02 5.4b53E+C1 t.2334E-L '.2926'+33 o.4515E+03 2.3033E03 
15 1.75LTb+02 5.3920E+CI '.&34o-Ob 5.2358c+03 6.7043E+03 1.b4,3E+C3 
16 1.b67tC+02 5.3171E+Cl F.c&37V-0t 5.219'E+03 o.9435E+03 3.7752E+02
 
17 1.,20E+3z 5.3'31E-0 b.3033-C6 j.2208E+33 6.9477E+C3 1.7877E-C5
 
K PoI C02 CN? CNO C2 CN
 
1 0. 7.2b132-C3 ?.7-77E-02 L. 0. 0.
 
2 1.i12tutOl 7,l3E-03 0. 0. 0.
+ 2.747L-02 

3 Z.25tCE+01 7.2613-03 2.7377F-02 0. 0. 3.
 
4 3.3750E+31 7.2013E-03 2.73771-OR 0. 0. 0.
 
5 4. C(CE.01 7.2813E-C' 2.7577--C2 0. 0. 3.
 
6 5.t)ZSOt4Ol 7,2bl3'-CJ 2.7377h-b2 0. 0. 0.
 
7 6.7b.uttdl 7.2,13E-03 2.7377F-02 0. 0. 0.
 
8 7.d7OE-Jl 7.E13E-03 2.7? 7 ,02 C. 0. 0.
 
9 9.O00O0+01 7.2b13E-03 2 7377E-02 0. 0 0.
 
1c I 31Z5+E32 7.213E-03 2.7377E-12 0. 0. 0. 
11 1.121CF.C2 7.2613E-03 2.7,77L-02 0. 0. 0. 
12 1.237't+04 7.2blBE-03 2.7377b-02 0. 0. 0. 
13 1.3500E+32 7.2b13E-05 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
14 l. 4 b2 , 402 7.2.13E-03 2.7377t-02 0. 0. 0. 
15 1.57?Lc+J2 7.4813E-C3 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
16 1.687t+02 7.4813E-03 2.7377b-02 0. 0. 0. 
17 1.1006+Z 7.2b13c-03 2.7377E-O 0. 0. 0. 
RB FROM GFOF3,X8 FROM INTFPPOLAflN,IHE RELATIVE ERROR, OEkIVATIVFS W.R.T. Z AND PHI + RS
 
K b PX kHD RRZ RBPHI RS
 
I l.o913E+00 1.6d27E+CG 5.1093E-03 d.7345E-01 0. Z.1862E*00
 
2 1.691CE4u( 1.ts3BEiCO 4.2370,-03 P.7705F-01 -3.4462E-03 2.19190E+
 
3 1Th COE+)C 1.679E4CC b.0439E-03 E.87252-01 -6.3721E-03 2.2065E+00
 
4 1.6 e5E+00 1.76CE24O 7.34"5&-03 9.0238E-01 -8.3423E-03 2.226bE+00 
5 1.6bttL400 1.6721E+E0 8.7172E-Ud 9.2001E-01 -9.0746E-03 2.2658E+00 
6 1.68-G,+00 1.6713E00 .1712,-03 9.3730E-01 -. 4797E-03 2.3070E*00 
7 1.bd3E*00 1.c644E+0 1.1349E-02 9.5150E-01 -6.66iE-03 Z.3672E+CO 
8 1.6825E+OC 1.6613E+0G 1.256uC-2 9.6035E-01 -3.9274E-03 2.4335E+00 
9 1.62O2OC 1.6530E400 1.72632-04 9.623UL-01 2.2393E-08 2.5141E 00 
10 l.o227E+O0 l.C451E+00 2.2323E-02 9.6198E-01 6.4792E-03 2.6120E00
 
11 1.6o45t+00 1.E4544C 2.3222 2 9.6365E-01 1.2011E-02 2.7339E00
 
iZ 1.6b73E+00 1.6252E+CC 3.etE-02 .5914E-01 1.5771E-02 2.V82eE+03
 
13 Io9Cb-&b0 1.6075E400 4.9137b-02 9.5709E-01 1.7170E-02 2.8312E 00
 
14 1.693E6240 1.5b72ECO 7.47852-J2 9.5501E-01 1.5956E-02 2.8727E+00
 
15 l.b96t OG 1.5896E+GC 6.3032E-02 9.5321k-01 1.2273E-02 3.0295E+00
 
1 1.6C5E0+OC 15327E2Ot 9.7614E-02 9.52OE-01 6.6642E-03 3.Gd54E+00
 
17 1.69Q2E+0C .SClIEE+00 1.16356-01 9.5157E-01 1.2517E-10 3.0244E*00
 
Figure 26 - Continued
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Z-STATIGi NO. 40 Z= 1 .369
 
K PH PPESSURP LENSITY U-VEL V-VEL W-VEL 
1 0. 7.2836E401 6.3215E-06 6.4d45E+03 4.7079E+02 0. 















5 4.50UOE+01 7.C545E+G1 b 3G53E-06 6.3994t+03 1.4118E+03 1.2899E+03 
6 5.6250E+01 6.7553F-01 6.0s79E-06 6.0867E+03 1.9523E+03 1.d680E+03 
7 6.7500E+01 5.1,D4E+01 4.tE98t-06 5.7740E+03 2.2154E+03 Z.7695E+03 
8 7.87502+01 2.5603E+G1 2 6IOI-06 6.4991E03 9.4 82E+02 3.33o0E+03 
9 9.0000E+01 1.7272E+01 1.902E-06 6.7676E+03 1.6342E+03 3.6605E+C3 
10 1.0125E+02 1,4299E+0] l.342t 06 o.8?07E+03 2.4640E+03 3.8830E+03 
11 1.12OE02 1.2280E+Cl 1.08OE-6 8.6665E+03 3.3706E+03 4.026E+G3 
12 1.2375E+C2 7. 5334EC0 1.lfl6E-06 6.8132E+03 3.4120E+03 4.2835E+03 
13 1.3500E402 4.0172E+00 6.7'34E-07 7.2231E+03 3.3447E+03 4.2630E+C3 
14 1.4625E+02 2.3334E+00 4.4275L-07 7.7Z34E+03 3.3061E+03 3.9313E+03 
15 1.5750E02 1.t7P1E+0 3.4140E-07 8.2001E+03 3.3338E-03 3.2500E+03 
16 1.687DE+32 1.7327E+0 3.55OL-07 8.5392F+03 ,.3903E+03 2.1420E+03 
17 1.80CCE+32 1.9703E0C 3. 16E-07 8.736ZE+03 3.4491E+03 6.265ZE-, 
K Phi C02 E2 CN0 CO CN 
1 0. 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
2 1.1250E+01 7.2b13E-03 2.7377E-02 C. 0. 0. 
3 2.25OE401 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
4 3.3750 401 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0., 0. 0. 
5 4.5000L+01 7 2513E-03 2.73771"02 0. 0. 0. 
6 5.6250E+01 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
7 6.7560E+1 7.2U13E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 















11 1.1250E232 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
12 1.2375E+02 7 2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 















16 1.6875E+02 7.2b13E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
17 1.8C0E0002 7.2813E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
J= 2 
K Phil PRESSURE DENSITY U-VEL V-VEL W-VEL 
1 0. 7.2233E+01 7.075bE-06 7.1313E+03 4.6120E+02 3. 
2 1.1250E401 7.2304E+01 7.0856E-06 7.1Z20E+03 5.3413E+02 3.0Z75E+02 
3 2.2500E.01 7.2000E+01 7.1072E-06 7.1269E+03 6.8567E+02 5.9966E+02 















7 6.7500E+01 5.C893E+01 5.b260E-06 7.0307E+03 2.0935E+03 2.6946E+03 
8 7.8750E+01 2.83831+01 3.56b8E-06 7.2354E+03 1.8624E+03 3.2998E+03 
9 9.0000+E01 I.8019E+01 2. 397E-06 7.3425E+03 1.9396E+03 3.6118E+03 
10 1.0125E+32 1.3940E+01 2.0937E-06 7.4738E+03 2.4620E+03 3.7472 +03 
11 1.1250e+02 1.1392E+01 1.6751E-06 7.4781E+03 3.1790E+03 3.7551E+03 
12 1.2375E+02 7.6666F+CO 1.3b9E-06 7.5268E+03 3.5231E+03 3.b5O6E+C3 
13 1.35COE+02 4.8759E+00 9.510 E-07 7.6677E+03 3.6929E+03 3.7506+03 
14 1.4625E+02 3.2200F+C0 .7C90E-07 7.9059E+03 3.8206E+03 3.4558E+03 
15 1.5750E+32 2.3737E+00 5.1734E-07 8.2053E+03 3.8899E+03 2.8211E+C3 
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RB PRUP GEO3,R4 IkUr IthTFRPULA1IOGTE 'ELATIVf EqRQ DERIVATIVES h.RT. I AND PHI + RS 
v PB x AB RBZ RBPHI RS 
1 4.78,E+00 4 7766E+CC 2.7C25c-03 7.2602E-02 0. 6.6188E+00 
2 4.8534k400 4.biO3E+OO .b6'63--03 7.424d-OZ o.466E-01 b.b8dOElCO 
3 B.04'7E400 5.03rEh+00 2.Itu5E-03 8.2026E-92 1.3369L GO 6.8967E.00 
0 3 
4 5.39147400 5.742L+O0 3.i4ot- 9.5314E-32 2.1368E+00 7.24o6E+L0
 
5 5.dS14E+O0 5.b638F+GO 4.06OE-03 1.1977F-01 2.9477E+0O 7.7345E+3
 
6 6.5315t+00 6.A73 76*00 6.53416-03 1.5735E-01 3.4666E+00 8.3400E+00
 7 7.If64E+00 7.516E40o 1.6(32E-02 2.07766-01 2.6282E+00 9.0193E+CO
 
8 7.3579E+00 7.,717E+00 1.1711E-02 2.3228F-01 -1.2435E+00 9.7312E+00
 
9 7.231bE.00 7.231L6+06 -2.1363E-C5 2.4147E-01 8.3554F-08 1.0462E C1
 
10 7.3732F+00 7.3727E+CO b.4771E-5 Z.4620F-01 1.4666E+0J 1.lZoaE+C1
 
11 7.626BE200 7.7771E+00 6.3490E-03 2.644E-01 3.1169F+00 1.2245E+G
 
12 E.3277e+00 8.2315E+OC 1.1552E-,2 3.5056-01 1.9930E+00 1.3419E+01
 
13 8,6205+E00 6.527CE6+G 1.Ct51E- 02 3.9173E-01 1.0418E+00 1.4772E+01
 
14 8.7587E+00 B.b71qEO0 9.174t-03 4.03536-01 4.2231E-01 1.6173E+01
 
15 8.BC65E400 b,7261E+00 9.1230E-03 4.01706-01 1.0780E-01 1.7410E+Cl
 
16 8.814be+00 b.73d-c+CO &.t214L-03 3.9694-01 2.6990E-03 1.6243E+01
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Z-STAI LI t . itL =4t 449 
K - -rESUp - LtLNSTY U-v'L-a- v-vEL ,-VtL
 
1 0 . 3.4tSE+04 s.25a01-06 i.97, '+05 1.hn0E4-O44 3.
 
2 1.-r2502+1 ..4C26C-t 3.232,E-Jo 1.9724:.j, 1.,U45 -+ o.04o62+03
 




A - 3.375G,-U s.4152+04 d.2139-06 1.943'c+35 4.92o1+0 2.o567bE+UI
 
5 4.50COE4jJ S 3177F+0 3.24 6E-Ob t _,.a032E404 3.4315E.04
1. _505t+05
6 =.0?50E*0± 3.*2i 5204 3.101E06 1.i 5226+05 5.95 35E+04 , 693bE+0O 
7 c.7500E+31 Z 4704E+04 2,4170t-06 I.
759=+Oo t.7o26E +04 b,441E+040 4  

8 " 7.750L-Ji- 1.ZjE9+0 1.3432t-66 1.809+05 2o;8t+ l.ul6E+C,
 
9 9.0000£+01 8.27C0CE03 1.L206_-06 2.0 42+05 4.95bO±+04 1.1157E+0
 3 

10 .0,25b+0c 6•.,t5-E0 S.30b07 2.074%ttu, 7 .G12E*G4 i.1835E01
 




1Z 1.2376E*02 3.o70603 5.14M85-07 2.07672+O 1.04 OE+05 1.3066+O5
 2 7 9
13 1.350(*C*C 1.c 34E+03 3..UlZc-0 2. t+_05 1 vk 5E+C5 i.2 94tt05 
14 !i:; 25Es+ i 3 .1912 ±.0o0TE+0 1.1963-+G,.17i U/- 2.35412+05 
15 1.575OtOZ k.034ec02 1.7501-7 2.4994t+05 1.±tblE+05 9.90G=+4 
it 1.6475*0 j.296?ET2 1.b4251-7 2.o02?o+0, 1.346+05 o5 E04 
17 1.50GC402* 9.4169E+02 2.U07E-j7_ 2.6628_+O5 4 o.l3 c+05 1.9096E-03
 
-- C02 CF-2 ---- O-NO CO -CO-­
1 L, 7 b13E-03 2.7377E-C2 0. 9. 0.
 
2 1.125G 91 7.2613E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 3.
 
-3 _-2.2 OO*01 7.2.13E-03 2.7377E-02 0. - ., ----
c- 3.
 
4 3.3750E+01 7.26M2-63 2s77E-02 0. 0. 0.
 
7.2b13- 2 0
5 _ 4.50W0 ,1 3 37 02 0.. ... 0.
 
6 5.j25,s0*O1 7.2b131-O-3 2.7377L-02 0. 0. 0.
 
7 6.7500E+01 7.,b13E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. - 0.
 
7.875(Ej43 7.2413C-03 2.7377f-02 0. 2
 
9 - .000_0G +31_ csl E-C3 2.7377-02 0. - . 0. 
10 1.11*o2 1,.21E-O 2.73771-02 0. c. 3. 
11 _ 1.12_O.402 7.2b13E-03 2.73772-2 0. C .. 9. 
1Z 1.2375tO 7.2613E-03 2.73772-02 0. 0. . 
13 1.3500E+02 7.2813E-C3 2.7B77E-02 0. u, 0. 
14 1.4625E+Oc ,2t13E-03 2.76j77E-02 0 0. 3.0
1 l.>75c 2 7?13E-04 2.7377L-C2 0. C . -- 0.
 
i 1---T.-75+02 7. Tl-E-03 2.377- -0.-- J.
 





K-. . PFREs-R . DIENSIY V--I-EL E-VEL
 
1 0. 3.4713E+04 S.4750E-06 2.0985 +05 1.5408E+04 0.
 
2 - -- -I 3.4C662E-06 - $.?0642+03
1SAOTF346222E+04 2.0U9-542+05- 1.9722*0; 

3 2.2500E+31 3.425tE+04 2,405E-06 2,1033+05 _2 .424E+0" 122ZE0­
4 3.37502401 Th:4J63L+04 4.49692-06 Z.10 66 E+6"; 2.b;70E+34 2.73o2E+0.
 
5 _4.o0O00EJ. 3.3722E+O4 3.,112E-06 2.0789E+05 4.3213E+04 4.1434E+04
 
b 5.W250-E-4l S378E,04 3.4364E-G6 7743E+04 s.
3,2 11W4 2,0423t+05 

7 t.7500t401 2.A514F2+4 2.8644E-C 2.0709E+05 o.3bo9+04 d.23o2V+L4
 
f.14022+0T 5 5187E7+04 Z7.8750t-01-- -- 13172E+04-- I .b 17 6 -- -- ---- t.066;EtC,
 
9 U.3000:+01 4572E+03 1.14452-06 2.1732t*0b ,.oc3bE+04 .1080E..
 
10 -- E.7 1f.u15A-r--.232P+0, 7.2Z4372+0 1.1619t;765
T.6-22+0 603 
11 1.1250L402 5.6348E*0 '.2574E-C7 2.20592.J5 q 5204E+u4 1,1799E+0 
1,- -T 332;11 S.rt456rc-U+O FW~tfld+5 i.o;36SE~t5 1.22172-k, 
13 1.3500E+02 2 16692403 4 3=02E-C7 2.2963E-05 I Obbt+05 1.2123E+05 
15 1,2750h402 '-S270E*02 22ob36E-07 2.4 Z2t+05 1.1 290t+05 ).1632E+C4
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10 1olG0 - 3i1?tt.6, I h5206b e..Aubt0D ,.t733rtC5 I4.244oI*0J 
11 1.1250E+32 0t7TE C4 , 12E- 6 Z.bl77?Q, I 326iE+05 1.1716c.03 
12 1 -+CZ Lkr- 2.72 71t4CS .t5 0 1.01.17.-052 BirEc C't~C 
13 1.3..tUs+02 I, .t9tc4 .3 3 ,443,0- c. 567 Z 1.43..0,, tb o? .2t.0 
1' 1.b. t0.4294&+C3 J1vo~dtG6 2.2393t4-05 ,. v24E-05 7.081dEtG4 
15 1.5.CE*02 4 490,FO3 '177E-06_Z 5464i-05 ..c9bl- 05 -,.910E+04 
le 1.671+32 3:7wTc,0D 2 i~r0 2.5t4OF+05 I 94452405 2.5670E+64 
17 . ((.5t S* 13 2.*5±-.3E-36 2.*57t5t+0j ± ,43E- .0 5*66402-G4 
1 G. 7.261SE-3 2.377E-02 C. 0. .- 0. 
- 1.12502*0I 7.2132-tJ---2.727?7-02 J. L. 0. 
3 2.20OE31i 7.ZB13k-C3 2 7477E-02 0. C. .. 
4- -" 37Sci. 01 7-0613 -03 -. 7377E-02- T. . 0. 
- 4 DOO*01 1.2d13E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
6 5..6 25E401 U 2 0. 	 0.7 .28132 - .7f37E -G2Z 0. 
7 6.7CG2.01 7.2O13E-C3 Z.7377E-02 0. ,0. _ 
8 7a !UE.01 7.2613L-03 2.7377E-02 J. 0. 0. 
9 9..hOE+01 7.2613E-&3 2.57-2 0. .0 
1e 1.O125t+02z /Zdl3R-C3 2.(477E-02 U. C. 0. 
11 1.125CE02 ?.2bl3E-G3 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 
02 "- 12- 1.2375SEOL 7.28T3E:(3 2.7'7- . . . J.­
13 1.35(62+02 7.Z813E-33 2.,377C-02 C. 0.0.
 
14 1.4 6252*O 7.28131-L3 2.7377E-02 0. C. 0.
 
15 1.575GE402 (.2d132-03 2.7,77E-02 0. C. 0.
 
16 66752+32 7.2813E-03 2.7:77E-02 0. C' 0...
 




K Ph! PRE3SURt DENS ITY U-VEL V-Va - Vat 
1 0. 3.50?7604 5.A obE-06 2.olC0E+05 -1.lI96E+02 0, 
2 1,12LE+O1 3.581 E40 5.'2ZE-06 2 o016e+05 2.4702E03 2.3519E+C4 
_3 	 2.25001+o, 3.552at+C4 5.45U2E-06 2.5ut9E+O5 9.549c4-03 3.8204E+04 
4 3.3756E.01 Y..4951 I ;T43d1-06 2.5695-*05 1.994 E+04 5.2982bbC4 
5 4.56L6fPOI 3.375CrC4 ,.4175t-06 2.54b02+05 3.4u72+04 6.8191E+C4 
6 5.62506+01 .1009,E 4 5 4o04E-06 2.5305E+05 4.9776E-04 8.833h+04 
7 n.75LGt+J1 2.Gb66240 5.2541E-06 2.,204L+05 6.646 2+04 1.0264E+05S 7.67502+01 2.0989(404 5.044OE-Oo 2.5344+05 b.I69E*O4 1,l9qLI+C 
g 9.0CGGE021 i.,76E+04 4 b378E-06 2.5124E+O 9.9489F404 1.2944bE05 
I0 1.012;E+04 1.3o34*C4 4.tO4SE-06 2.49912*C0 .,3949T05 1.3032+05 
11 1.125C2402 I.CS-t2L+-G 4.3384E-0. 2.5071E405 1.3b7720 1.2241C.05 
T E.23752*0 1.>375E+C5 
13 1.350E+02 t.042E+03 3.70b82-06 2.5351E+05 1.6842E+05 9.243E+04 
14 1.4T25.E-0 5,6210t*C3 2C5431E+05 1.0640-06b10 6+05 7.22572+04 
15 1,5750(t+32 4,6662H403 3,12blE-06 2.5530E+05 1.OIOE+05 ..9443E+04 
16 l.6&7 O+c23.470E403 2ot732E-06 2.5700E+O3 ±.9482E+05 2.4474E404 
17 1.60C_ OZ 3 61072403 Z.Ti68E-06 ?.5613E+05 1.9588E_05 5.9195E-". 
12 l1 8333E*03 4.0406E-06 2.5192+05 1.0941E+05
 
K P1I 02 Ci2 ONO CU CN 
1 7.2813E-03 2.1377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
2 1.125C2*01 7.2813E-L3 2.7s772-02 0. 0. 0. 
3 2 25002+01 7.2e83E-c3 .7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
4 3.3750E-31 7.?013E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 3. 
5 - .5060E40i 7.2613E-03 e.7377E-G2 0. 0. 3. 
6 5.5'20E+31 7.2b13E-C3 2 7377t-02 0. 0. 0. 
7 6.7500E+01 7.4613E-03 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
a 7.7504E01 7 b13E-C3 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
9 9.OOCE+01 7.2813E-C3 2 7377E-02 0. 0. 3. 
10 1.0125E432 7.ZU13E-C3 2.7377E-02 0. 0. 0. 
11 1.125CE*32 7.48130-03 2 _Sf':6 0' 0., 3L 
1.23752402 7.28132-03 23772-02 0. 0. 0. 















17 1,6000E- 7.2bl3E-4 o2.7377E-02 0. O. 0. 
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RB FR~h GQLjs.(o '-LM 1bTEP-PoLAT1CI-,isqE_ EL4f1V. Ei 0R, DER1V-ATIV2ss_.R. T .- 2 AuD PHI + RS AN jTS OtR1VATIYE 
K F- P- RU _PZ RBPKI Is RSZ . RP 
-1 1W.6E 2 2.-o Fa 2 . C27-03 7.2.602-02 . .. 
_02 1.4913E-01 __0 
Z ,1.414ii I .7E32402 ..t9o3t-03 7,4828E-02 .q,4E+01 2.0385E+02 Io501E-0l 1.0740+01 
e. J 5~E0 .7OEC t.2026E-02 -4a.3bifl 2.Olt .-6532E-01 3.2389E-01 
4 1.643jE42 1.L31E+02 3.1q4oE-03 9.914 02 6d.131E+0I 220bE*o2 1.82__.1 .323+01_ ­
57S1.74 ,7L*O2 1.787f+0? A 1.9720 Yt5EO _ .824)0_U LtiOt-O3 __55~t .532+31 
6 1.9'0Jbt)? IM73bE+O t.341E-03 1.TbtL-01 I.CtL6E*02 2.5420E+02 a.302t-01 9.3965E+01 
Yf 2Z12E4,tijL 2.14;q32.o2 2 ;5j I7.lT7vE0 2.t2E3 2E'01O§-1 -. L.0SA0t+028 2 ZAZtr+02 4.:1r-E402 1.1711t-02 Z.3221'E-01 -3.7903201 2.Qb6ol+uz 2.0381E-01 1.10,1E+02
4 2.0ajE.2 f303E-uS' 4 319E0 3.4551E-01 1.13512*02402 -2 2.417-l! 
10 2Za4s402_ ?.272ECZ. -. 47 71.-0_ 2.4620E-01 .4702E+01 3.434E*02 4.135Bt-01 1,2498t+02
112.flE.2 .37052.02- .34940-03( 2.492.0 9o004E+01 3S.73222+0 3101 -. 1.5167E+02 12 2 ,332 2.2qOQE+02 .1lt52F-02 3450561-0l b.Q055 E+01 4.C901e402 ,.4223E-01 1.8227E32 
132427,,02 2.190E:O2 1.vbslE-2 3.9173-01 3.17AE+0i 4.5026+02 4.1956E-01 -. 1oE2+14 2.69/L JZ .t432E+02 I 0174E-03 1.b72+1 4.92, Mj02 ,13qE.-01_ 21739243 
15 2.6'Z-Ez 97E.2 ..1230k-03 4.0170E-01 3.2617E+00 5.3064E+02 d.0283E-01 1.1ZOL+022. "-'g 
16 2.bb. /2,0 2.SEE02 t.t214E-03 3.9694E-01 Lt.e56E-02 "t56u3E+Z 8.6455E-0 1. Z9LLE+Oz 
17 2bc tO 2.6E+2. f- 3.41-01-7. 4 AE -( 9 b.6iq9+0 d.68-1 . 
**~S0CKC~rU~tCO~tSIAIEN tjIk TAPE WLIN* 
Figure 26 - Concluded 
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O 9 ItRFGS.- AnalWN: FTf-' 3 MO0UTa 0 LTOUT 0 U*Tw-50 MODCFO4- -2-00-.00- NODfSO­
--- - - -... . . . 
. .- --.. ...... -_-
.-
____ 
NO , ZAMSH RFTTA PHhZhO An OR ZFACT FCTROW
 
006O Etol 13090+0 . ,"
 
U *3nnOOF oa .'nO0E+01 .13090E+01 0. 0 "0, .0.
 
D0SSZPArTrn (DAMPING) PARAMETFRS 
I 44fl0QQI'03 0, 
"077g op ri JO'9E O0NFPr. WGH 0j- TN'r-, 0' '09 5 10*0ph 
S P a -3 2 4 4 1000 5 .1 6 2 711 oo ] j 0 l~~l 0 1 1 a 0 9 ! I D 0*o-. 3 I? 0 'J,--4T-------4)---,---- -a--.-- -0 --
Ut84I +Q1 2 '5236F+90 3 .S7OE+l a o, S .7978E+03 6 .1027E.0S 7 t*O00E+02 .3298E#06
 
I I 1I. 1 0. 20 O. 3
 
Figure 27 - Selected sample output from program 3 
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FItLr oip&Ni,,rq j'Jf Aqe .1 1,Pnt= 18 J1?; ?4) 
NSTFP. I ?e aJh.lln+4 n= I1 iZIT. 0, I)P= 0, FACTn SO000 -tCT on0000o8ETTA= n.000 PUT7Pn= 0 "no0nr4FIpSH: I
 
=
EIGENVAL)F INFO'" fT*FACT/qynIp- 0. J= 0 K 0
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Figure 27 - Continued. 
SHEI j t. l yr. na,6W 
* p P4 T GA$NA 02 to? No txY HIT 
2 ,O00 *U0bFnj .3n;P*0b .375E.Ob .3h7Et0 1,4000 ,7281E.02 *738E-01 0' 0. 0, 
4 2p,0 .J5 6F+n .;'F+oq .14bE.05 .343E+o0 14000 .7281E-02 *273E'01 a, 0. 0,
 
-- 3.14 d,flq-F-- r 9 -4 ,13& 4 r-400- r7 2 8B4-0,a 4r?7.s h- 1 - - -r 
6	 4 6 4 o0 .182?E nl .Fp+n9 .3511F.05 .3333L+04 1,4000 ,7281E-o? .2738E-01 O. 0. 0, 
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APPENDIX
 
CARD INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM 4
 
The input data for program 4 (called CHAOS, ref 4), are described
 
below. The data produced by programs 1 and 2 and processed by program 5
 
are read by a subroutine called FVDAT, while the data produced by pro­
gram 3 are read by a subroutine called SCDAT Note that ENGLISH UNITS
 
are used in these data.
 








































































































































30. 	 FS(l) angle of attack (deg.)
 
0.0 	 Cl = boundary layer thickness
 
parameter for delta =Cl*S**C2
 
0.0 	 C2 = boundary layer thickness
 
parameter for delta = Cl*S**C2
 
17 index giving array size for input
 






1.4 	 gamma, specific heat ratio 
PINF, free stream pressure, psf
 
RHOINF, free stream density,
 
slug/ft 
VINF, free stream 	velocity, fps
 
1.4 	 gamma-INF, free stream specific
 
heat ratio 
'SHUTTLE 147' plot heading 
'PERFECT GAS' plot heading 
0 gas type index, 0 for perfect, 
and -1 for equilibrium gas, and 
1 for nonequilibrium (note that 
this is different from programs 1, 
2 and 3) 
0 gas file number for equilibrium 
gas, 2 for air 
2 output control index for boundary 
layer data 
array of station numbers for heat 








JJR 0 number of points above the body
 
surface used for edge conditions
 
JTOTAL total number of points to be calcu­
lated, four plus the number read
 
from various tape files
 
NI index to control type of input data,
 
1 for SCDAT, 2 for MCDAT data,
 
and 3 for FVDAT data
 
NMTAPE number assigned to the tape drive
 
for input data from MCDAT
 
NO total number of interpolated
 
stations at constant span loca­
tions, ZL
 
NPHI 19 number of streamlines
 
NPLOT index to control type of data
 
plotted, 0 = no plot, 1 = print
 
plot only, 2 = print plot, calcomp,
 
3 = print plot, calcomp with dash
 
lines, 4 = print plot, calcomp,
 
data printout, 5 = contour plot
 
NPSASF 0 to fill Newtonian streamlines to
 
stag point, and 1 to start
 
directly from input data
 
NPUNCH 0 for no cards punched and 1
 




NREC number of records of data to be
 










NSTAPE number assigned to the tape drive 
for input from SCDAT or FVDAT 
NUM number of values for Jl 
PHIAO initial circumferential position 
of streamlines, deg. from leeward 
PHIMAX 90. value of 0 for terminating plots 
of streamlines 
NPRINT 0 for debug print, 1 for standard, 
and 2 for special print in CHAOS 
PSCALE used for scaling of length dimen­
sions for plotting 
SCALE used for scaling boundary layer 
data, not used now 
ZL location for interpolated data at 
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